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EDITOR’S NOTE

In the wilderness of literary journals, LEPTIR MAŠNA stands out
for combining the everlasting enthusiasm for South Slavic and Balkan
studies with the striking language and cultural intuitions of the new
generation of students. As its title indicates, it is often simple, but also
witty and honest.
The selection of essays presented in this issue is taken from students in all three levels of study of the Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian
languages, both at The University of Chicago and Northwestern University, as well as from students in courses on Balkan literature and
folklore, taught by Angelina Ilieva in the 2006-2007 academic year.
The editorial process for this journal has always been very open, as our
goal is to encourage all forms of written expression in and about the
studied languages, literatures and cultures.
We are delighted to welcome Angelina Ilieva into the Department
of Slavic Languages and Literatures and into the Center for East European and Russian/Eurasian Studies. Angelina joined us in the fall of
2006 and has already made a tremendous impact by broadening the
scope of the departmental elective courses and increasing the number
of students concentrating in South Slavic and Balkan studies.
We hope that you will see this project as a courageous effort to
expose readers to these less-studied cultures of the world and that you
will enjoy reading it.
Nada Petkovic
Editor-in-Chief
October 2007
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FANTASTIČNA PRIČA - LEPTIR
Amra Ćoralić
Jutros kad sam se probudila osjecala sam se lakšom. Čudno pomislim ja. Ja nisam ranoranilac. Svako jutro teško mi je otvoriti oči i
spremiti se za školu. Ali ovo jutro sve je bilo drugačije. Osječala sam
se kao da nemam nogu i ruku, kao da moje tjelo nije bilo više moje.
Prišla sam prema ogledalu koje je sjedilo u ćošku moje sobe. Opustila
sam se i pogledala u ogledalo. Nisam mogla vjerovati u reflekciju
koja je gledala nazad u mene. Ustrašena i uzbuđena, zatvorila sam
oči ponovo misleći da mi se sve ovo učinilo. Otvarajući oči pogledala
sam u ogledalo i vidjela leptira u ogledalu. Da, ja sam se pretvorila
u leptira preko noći. Nisam znala da li bi plakala ili vrištala. Možda
sanjam, pomislila sam. Nakon nekoliko minuta odlučila sam da ovo
nije bio san. Ja sam leptir. Odjedanput, sve moje misli su se okrenule
prema mome životu kao leptir. Mogla bi letjeti oko svijeta, ići u Južnu
Afriku, Australiju, i Egipat. Mogla bi živjeti i u Južnoj Americi i uživati
u toploj temperaturi i moru. Kao leptir, imala bi slobodu da letim i
idem gdje mi scre željeli. Stojeći ispred svoga ogledala čula sam zvuk,
zvuk koji nije prestao zvoniti. Dok sam razmišljala od kud taj zvuk
dolazi, poznat glas reče; “ustaj trebas ići na sat.” Ovo je bio samo san
pomislim ja kad ustadnem teško iz kreveta. Koja šteta, bila sam leptir
samo pet minuta ali nisam ni uspjela letjeti, nego samo sanjati.
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A FANTASTIC STORY – BUTTERFLY
Amra Ćoralić
In the morning when I woke up, I felt light. Strange, I thought.
I’m no early riser. Every morning, it’s hard for me to open my eyes and
get ready for school. But this morning was different. It felt like I had
no legs and arms, like my body was no longer mine. I went towards the
mirror which was in the corner of my room. I relaxed and looked into
the mirror. I couldn’t believe the reflection which was looking back at
me. I was scared and excited, and I closed my eyes again, thinking it
was all just an illusion. When I opened my eyes, I looked into the mirror and saw a butterfly. Yes, I had turned into a butterfly during the
night. I didn’t know if I should cry or scream. Maybe I was dreaming,
I thought. After a few minutes, I decided that it wasn’t a dream. I am a
butterfly. At once, all of my thoughts turned to my life as a butterfly. I
could fly around the world, go to South Africa, Australia, and Egypt. I
could live in South America near the sea and enjoy the warm weather
and the sea. Like a butterfly, I’d have the freedom to fly wherever my
heart desired. Standing in front of my mirror, I heard a sound, a sound
that wouldn’t stop. While I was thinking of where the sound could
be coming from, a familiar voice said, ”Get up; you have to go in an
hour.” It was only a dream, I thought, as I struggled to get up from the
bed. What a pity, I was a butterfly only five minutes but I didn’t even
have a chance to fly, and only dreamed.
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Писмо из Европе
Петија Алексијева
Драга Надо,
Хоћу да ти испричам о мојем узбудљивом зимском одмору. Не
можеш да погодиш шта се десило! Знаш да сам у време одмора морала
да останем у Чикагу да се припремам за мој најобимнији испит из
компаративне словенске лингвистике. Имала сам одличне услове, Ерик
је отишао кући у Калифорнију, а Тимур – код куће у Русији. Празан
стан! Нема мушкараца, нема за кога да се бринем и све ми је било тако
досадно. Пoчела сам да падам у депресију.
У то време Тимур је пошао у Аустрију на скијање. Стално смо
причали на телефону и преко интернета. Разгледала сам слике Тиролских
Алпи и све ми се чинило тако дивно и узбудљиво. Он је требало да
скија са оцем, али отац никако није могао да добије аустријску визу у
Русији, те је Тимур пошао сам. Лепа места, лепе гостионице, а он је био
усамљен. Трећег дана, кад смо разговарали преко Интернета, нашли смо
јефтину авионску карту до Минхена. После сата неодлучности купила
сам карту и следећег дана сам већ седела у авиону за Цирих, а одатле до
Минхена. Први пут сам летела са швајцарском авионском компанијом
и сивело ми се. Били су тачни, пријатни и доставили су пртљаг врло
брзо. Лако сам прошла царину и журила сам да загрлим Тимура. Али
где је Тимур? Чекала сам један сат и позвала сам његов руски мобител.
Троминутни разговор је коштао дванаест долара и где мислиш да је он
био? Запањила сам се! Одговирио је са скијашке стазе у Тиролским
Алпима. Рекао је да смо се договорили да му пошаљем текст поруку из
Цириха, али мој мобилни није тамо радио. Он је помислио да касним
и није хтео да пропусти цео дан скијања због мене. Била сам бесна!
Бесна, кажем ти. Викнула сам му да дође да ме узме и спустила сам
слушалицу. Потом сам пошла у тоалет да плачем. Зашто, зашто сам
тако глупа? Зашто сам дошла?
После седам сати он је дошао у скијашкој опреми. Само је раширио
руке и рекао да ме воли. Како га нисам убила, не знам! Престали
распуст је био чудесан. Имали смо само три дана заједно и решила
сам да не мислим о томе, како ме је заборавио на аеродрому. Он се
осећао крив и био је брло пријатан са мном. Провог дана ујутру смо
шетали по Иннсбруку. То је скијашко одмаралиште и град је врло леп,
опасан са свих страна високим брдима. Али у Иннсбруку није било
снега и пошли смо да се скијамо се у Солден. То је мало село високо
у Алпима на око сат од Иннсбруку. Првог дана цене у Аустрији ми су
се чиниле нечувеним. За двоје школа скијања је коштала сто и десет
еура! Тимур је хтео да плати, али ја сам рекла да треба да се спремам за
испит и седела сам у кафићу на две хиљаде метара над морске висине.
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Гледала сам скијаше и читала о палатизaцијама у црквенославенском
језику. Лепота! Добро сам предвидела, после на испиту су ми поставили
то питање. Увече смо одлазили у Салзбург. Два дана у Салзбургу су
били невероватни. Град је просто диван. Над њим се уздиже огромни
средњевековни замак Фестунг. Пуно је старих цркава, тргова, музеја,
малих улица, кафића, магазина и ресторана. Шетали смо по центру,
пили смо вруће вино на тргу и поподне смо пошли у Фестунг. Било је
врло занимљиво. Урадила сам пуно слика, али нажалост истог дана сам
изгубила апарат. Вечерали смо у лепом ресторану у замку са одличним
погледом на град. Салзбург је такође родни град Моцарта и све је
посвећено њему. Ја сам исто посветила други дан Моцарту. Док се
Тимур скијао, ја сам ишла корацима Моцарта. Пошла сам у његов родни
дом, у дом, где се преселио касније са породицом, у музеј Моцарта и на
гроб његовог оца и жене. Сам Моцарт је закопан у Бечу. У Салцбургу
се могу купити свакакви сувенири са ликом Моцарта. Најславније су
моцартове чоколадне бомбоне, које су врло укусне. Сваког дана су били
различити културни догађаји у вези с Моцартом. Ми смо вечерали лепо
уз арије из Моцартових опера.
Следећег дана сам већ вила Прагу. Нарочито сам купила авионску
карту са дугим застојем да могу да прошетам по Прагу. На аеродрому
сам купила карту Прага, разменила сам паре и отишла сам у центар
градским превозом. Разгледала сам брзо стари Праг, Карлов мост и
центар града. Попила сам једам Пилсен и хајде опет на авион. Стигла
сам у Софију увече. Мама и мој бивши младић су ме сачекали и пошли
смо право код сестре да видим своју двомесечну сестричину. Она је била
тако мала и тако нежна и лепа. Код куће бака је била скувала укусну
вечеру, било је дивно видети породицу после године и по. У Софији сам
се провела лепо. Провела сам пуно времена са сестром и сестричином,
увече сам се забављала са пријатељима. Време је пролетело.
Вратила сам се у Чикаго увече на Божић, али сам била уморна за
славље. Остатак распуста сам учила. Дала сам испит, али још не знам
како.
Твоја,
Петија
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A LETTER FROM EUROPE
Petia Alexieva
Dear Nada,
I want to tell you about my exciting winter break. You can’t guess what
happened! You know I was supposed to stay in Chicago over the break to prepare for my most comprehensive exam in comparative Slavic linguistics. I had
great working conditions, Eric went home to California, and Timur – at home
in Russia. Empty apartment! No men, nobody to worry about, and everything
was really boring. I began to fall into a depression.
At that time, Timur went to Austria to ski. We were constantly talking
on the phone and over the Internet. I looked through pictures of the Tyrolean
Alps and everything seemed so wonderful and exciting. He was supposed to
go skiing with his father, but his father couldn’t get an Austrian visa in Russia,
so Timur left by himself. Beautiful places, beautiful hostels, yet he felt lonely.
On the third day, when we were talking over the Internet, we found a cheap
airplane ticket to Munich. After an hour of indecisiveness, I bought the ticket
and the following day I was sitting on a plane to Zurich, and from there to
Munich. This was the first time I flew with a Swiss air company and I iked it
very much. They were precise pleasant, and they delivered the luggage fast.
I passed through customs quickly and I raced to embrace Timur. But where
was Timur? I waited for an hour and called his Russian cell phone. A threeminute conversation cost twelve dollars and where do you think he was? I was
stunned! He answered me from a ski slope on the Tyrolean Alps. He said that
we had agreed that I would send him a text message from Zurich, but my cell
phone didn’t work there. He thought my flight was late and didn’t want to
miss the whole day of skiing because of me. I was furious! Furious, I’m telling
you. I ordered him to come and pick me up and hung up. Afterwards, I went to
the restroom and began to cry. Why, why am I so stupid? Why did I come?
Seven hours later, he came wearing his skiing outfit. He simply opened
his arms and told me that he loved me. How I didn’t kill him, I don’t know!
The rest of the vacation was wonderful. We had only three days together and
I decided not to think about how he forgot me at the airport. He felt guilty
and was really pleasant with me. The first morning of my arrival, we strolled
through Innsbruck. It’s a ski resort and is very beautiful, surrounded on all
sides by big hills. But there was no snow in Innsbruck so we went to go ski in
Solden. Solden is a small village high up in the Alps, about an hour from Innsbruck. That first day in Austria, the prices seemed unheard of to me. Classes
for two in the ski school cost 110 euros! Timur wanted to pay, but I said I
had to prepare for my exam and I sat in a café 2,000 meters above sea level.
I watched the skiers and read about palatalizations in Old Church Slavonic.
Lovely! As I had predicted, later in the exam they gave me that same question.
In the evening we left for Salzburg. The two days in Salzburg were unbeliev-
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able. The city was simply amazing. Above it rises the huge medieval castle
Festung. There were many old churches, squares, museums, little streets, cafés, stores, and restaurants. We walked through the center, drank hot wine on
the square and in the afternoon we went to Festung. It was really interesting.
I took a lot of pictures but, unfortunately, I lost my camera that same day. We
had dinner in a beautiful restaurant in a castle with a wonderful view of the
city. Salzburg is also the hometown of Mozart and everything is dedicated to
him. I also dedicated my second day to Mozart. While Timur skied, I was following in the steps of Mozart. I visited his home, to which he had later moved
with his family, then Mozart’s museum and the grave of his father and of his
wife. Mozart himself was buried in Vienna. In Salzburg you can buy all kinds
of souvenirs with Mozart’s image. The most famous are Mozart chocolates,
which are delicious. Every day a different cultural event would take place in
relation to Mozart. We had a nice dinner accompanied by arias from Mozart’s
operas.
The next day, I was already in Prague. I purposefully bought a ticket
with a long layover so I could stroll through Prague. At the airport I bought a
map of Prague, exchanged money and went to the city center via public transportation. I briefly looked around old Prague, Carl’s bridge, and downtown.
I drank one Pilsen and got on a plane again. I arrived in Sofia in the evening.
My mom and my former boyfriend picked me up, and we went straight to my
sister’s so i could see my two-month old niece. She was so small, so gentle,
and so beautiful. At home, my grandmother prepared a delicious supper; it
was great to see my family after a year and a half. I had a good time in Sofia.
I spent a lot of time with my sister and my niece, and in the evening I had fun
with my friends. Time flew by.
I came back to Chicago on Christmas Eve, but I was too tired to celebrate. The rest of the break, I studied. I took my exam, but I still don’t know
how.
Yours,
Petia
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САН О ЦИПЕЛАМА
Емили Соверел
Имам ципеле. Нису ми ни велике ни мале. Ниједна од њих
ме не стеже. Имам ципеле које су светло-црвене, смеђе, црне,
зелене, златне, плаве, сребрне, жуте, љубичасте и наранџасте.
Материјали су разноврсни. Имам кожне ципеле, од меке преврнуте
коже, лаковане ципеле.... Имам и ципеле од меког сатена, плуте,
угланцаног дрвета и чипкане свиле. Високе штикле су удобне,
чизме за јахање—топле, патике-меке. Врхови ципела су обли,
шиљасти и угласти. Ципеле имају копче, од злата и сребра, од
бронзе и бакра. Ципеле имају машне и пертле, врпце и пантљике.
Ципеле су чаробне и плове неким магичним царством. Ја сам на
небу окружена својим ципелама. Био је то чудан али величанствен
сан.
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A DREAM ABOUT SHOES
Emilly Soverel
I have shoes. They are neither big nor small. None of them is
tight on me. I have shoes that are light-red, black, brown, green, gold,
blue, silver, yellow, purple, and orange. The materials are diverse. I
have leather shoes, suede shoes, lacquered shoes…I also have shoes
from soft satin, cork, polished wood and silk lace. High heels are comfortable, boots for riding–warm, sneakers–soft. The tips of the shoes
are rounded, pointed, and angled. The shoes have clasps of gold and
silver, from bronze and copper. The shoes have bows and laces, ties
and ribbons. The shoes are enchanted and sail through some magical
kingdom. I am in the sky surrounded by my shoes. That was a strange
but magnificent dream.
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Andrew Rothe
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Goce Smilevski: Conversations with Spinoza
Demelza Benton
Goce Smilevski ends his novel Conversations with Spinoza with the sentiment that “[w]riting itself is an act of solitude. Or perhaps a need to overcome
solitude. A need for conversation. Hence these conversations. Hence this Conversations with Spinoza (136). In this same epilogue he explains that with this
novel he wished “to give beauty to someone’s solitude” (132). He does succeed in this endeavor, however perhaps not in the way he intended. The focus
point of the novel lies somewhere outside of its obvious muse, often seeming
to become manifest in a peculiar authorial ego. This can be seen most obviously in the structure of the text itself: the story is composed of threads (one
must not forget that this is “a cobweb novel”), which have been deliberately
arranged by Smilevski into an overlapping narrative structure and this structure at times comes off as self-indulgent and overwrought. The novel thus
often feels contrived, appealing much more to the mental capacity than to the
emotional one. This would seem to be at odds with Smilevski’s desire to bring
forth a sentimental picture. However, this battle between a desire for literary
flow and the unity of rational thought and cohesion of ideas ironically enough
presents the reader with an overall impression that provides perhaps the most
understandable look into the minds of those who struggle between thoughts
and physical / emotional reality, that is, those who are lost in solitude. In
other words, Smilevski – intentionally or not – presents the reader with a
novel that contains a certain level of pretentiousness in its desire to convey
this beauty of solitude, yet it is perhaps this very quality that allows for the
true expression of Smilevski’s conception of this solitude.
There is always by necessity a close relationship that occurs between the
author and the subject of his/her writing, and this link is no less important in
Smilevski’s case. He writes in his epilogue that he knew he would write about
Spinoza the first time he heard about him. Answering the question why, he
would say: “…because of his (and not only his) loneliness” (129). Smilevski
was interested not so much in Spinoza’s philosophy, but in his life. Thus it
is clear that Smilevski felt a personal draw to this historical figure, and this
was in no small part due to the nature of this figure’s solitude. Moreover,
Smilevski realized from reading Pierre Macherey and Gilles Deleuze’s works
on Spinoza’s philosophy that the most important thing when communing with
an historical figure is not always necessarily to be exactly faithful to the facts,
but to show that one has experienced the person (133).
Armed with such firsthand information from the author himself, then,
it is no surprise that he is very interested in his own ideas about eternity and
infinity. Aside from Spinoza’s writings on finite and infinite bodies, modes,
substance, attributes and so forth, Smilevski brings yet another dimension of
conscious reflection, writing that “…the Spinoza who lives in this novel is no
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less true than the Spinoza who lived from 1632 to 1677…The Spinoza from
this novel will meet the Spinoza of real flesh and blood, and the reader in this
novel will meet the reader of this novel, while at the same time all the lines
in that absolute parallelism will meet at a single point. Absolute identity will
be achieved between the two Baruchs, the readers, and the author. Obviously,
everything is possible in infinity. And everything is one” (135). Smilevski
is conversing with Spinoza’s own personal battle, as apparently evidenced
in his works: Spinoza was a man who spent his life in solitude because of
his philosophical ideas which shielded him from things that were “transient”
(i.e. not eternal). In Spinoza’s postulations bodies cannot be eternal, as they
represent a negation (their form is finite, and thus not infinite).1 This intense
alienation from the most basic physical form of life is what Smilevski uses as
the motive force in the novel: these are conversations occurring in solitude /
separation from some kind of essential life essence. Furthermore they also, as
wished by their author, incorporate many others in a unity of understanding
of solitude.
In following cobwebs or threads to construct the story, Smilevski engages the reader on a mental plane rather than on a tangible physical plane. The
reader is always looking into a mirror (a recurring tangible object in the story)
as Spinoza (apparently) did, and as Smilevski seems to be doing; the novel is
a self-reflective exercise on an abstract plane of thought. That this involves
the reader explicitly (as an actor and not just a spectator) is indicated before
the threads even start (that is, before the story officially begins), through the
following note to the reader: “the threads of this novel are spun out of conversations between you and Spinoza. So wherever there is an empty space in
the words of Spinoza, just say your name and write it in the blank space” (3).
Language, the power of naming, and the power of words are here invoked as
yet another type of mirror in which reality is circumscribed. Discourse always
moves from the immediately physical to the contemplative and removed.
The numerous physical details represented in the novel may seem to run
counter to this idea, however it is important to notice that these details are
chosen and presented so as to either correspond to these mental conceptions,
or to jar the reader. Moreover, they often work in tandem. A key example
of this comes early on in the novel as the narrator describes the atmosphere
surrounding Spinoza’s birth. As Rembrandt prepares to paint a scene from
an anatomy lesson, his “brush…soaked in bloodred paint,” Spinoza is being
conceived “only a hundred meters away” (7). There is a level of abnormal
physicality about this scene, as if the reader is witness to something that
he/she should not be able to see. Rembrandt “time after time…draws the
brush close to the canvas, only to move it away a moment later: with similar
short movements, although more quickly and without hesitation, the bodies
of [Spinoza’s] parents are united.” The detail given here to a gross kind of
physicality is grotesque, and it contains within itself the kernels of information that come up later in the novel. Professor Tulp, one of the men depicted
in the painting, has between his thumb and index finger a drop of blood. This
will later remind the reader of the drop of blood that the young Spinoza cap-
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tures between his own fingers at his mother’s deathbed: “It was this red speck
that broke up the circle of my endless existence, turning my life into a line
segment with a beginning and end” (63). The connection between sexual desires and corpses also figures largely into Spinoza’s later development. Dead
bodies are the first bodies that fill him with excitement (66). Thus in all physical details presented there is an overlying mental conception present. These
details cannot exist alone and of themselves, but are necessarily incorporated
into concepts of eternity, especially in terms of life and death.
Indeed a main thematic and structural tie in this novel is the ultimate
unity of life and death. Memory is also implicated in this connection. As can
be seen even from the above example of Spinoza’s conception, death (in the
form of the corpse dissection) is brought up alongside life (in the form of
conception). Furthermore, the remark about the closed line segment surfaces
again, as our character Spinoza is dying and feels that “the straight line of
[his] life” would again “swerve and turn into a circle, where the beginning
and the end would touch each other and be lost in one another” (127). The
ambiguity of life and death is constantly present. Is life a straight line, or does
it become lost in itself? How does one define what is living and what is not?
These issues are thematically present through Spinoza’s philosophizing, and
structurally present through the very fact that the basis for the novel is conversation with a dead man.2 The main crux of the issue thematically can be
found in the following excerpts:
“Mankind suffers from a seemingly harmless disease. The symptoms of
this disease are made manifest through the superimposition of the characteristics of eternity and infinity to transient and finite things or events,
and through the yearning that transient and finite things or events will
last forever” (12).
“This disease…is the only fatal disease. All other diseases kill what is mortal in man; this disease kills the immortal in him. Other diseases destroy
the human body; this disease eliminates the possibility for any man to
know the eternal and infinite and thus become a part of eternity and infinity. Anything less than eternity is not worth spending our time on; anything less than infinity is unworthy of exploration using our physical faculties. The only thing that human beings should aspire to is a knowledge of
the infinite and eternal substance” (14)

It is precisely this argument that pulls Spinoza away from Clara Maria; he does not believe in sensory experience as a means of understanding
eternity; it is unnecessary. Somewhat similarly, this is the argument that
Spinoza modifies to shield himself from Johannes Cesaerius: the body is only
an expression of limitation, of finiteness, and therefore Spinoza has no interest in it / refuses to contemplate it. In each case, Spinoza is confronted with
extremely tangible situations of a sexual nature that he views as already being
dead. For Spinoza, life is certain death.
Memory plays into this discussion as something that is also ambiguous
in the life/death continuum. In a certain sense both Spinoza and the novel
itself live in this memory, that is to say, in something that doesn’t necessar-
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ily exist any longer. Spinoza has spent much of his life considering memory
as transient, as it is something that comes upon one from transient, earthly
experience and thus isn’t worthy of consideration. The narrator brings up
this confrontation when he imagines Spinoza and Johannes Cesaerius coming together physically. He tells Spinoza that once he has felt his body “more
intensely than ever before, memories will pour out of [him] together with
[his] scream: memories of death, of a certain death that took place…many
years before, when [he] felt it was the end of…” (43). Spinoza cuts him off
abruptly. For him his ultimate life was when he was still in utero. Being born
was painful, as it brought him to an awareness of finiteness, a sense of time
and its passing.
Dreams seem to be one way Spinoza approaches knowledge that is otherworldly, yet he stops having them after his mother dies. Curiously, they
return as he lay dying: “I would begin remembering my dreams again only
when my death was drawing near” (63). There is something in dreams, then,
that relates to memory, and it becomes significant that his dreams so strongly
relate to the broken bond with his mother, and the loss of what he identifies
as his sense of eternity in the womb. Furthermore, the memory of dreams is
also associated with both life and with death, reemphasizing Spinoza’s conflict between the two: he has no real place to inhabit, but instead lives within
himself and within his own conceptions of things. Indeed, memory in any
form has dangerous possibilities: “Forgotten things hurt me, those traces of
outward appearance erased from my memory” (105). It only serves as a repository of things lost.
Spinoza’s overly contemplative state provides many more examples of
the mental plane of discourse in his life that leads to his alienation and solitude. It is furthermore a willful choice on his part; he desires abstraction: “If
only the stars were wormholes, then I could go to one of them, look through it
and see a city, somewhere far away, on the other side, and there I would see
someone else like myself gazing through another open window, asking himself what to do next” (69). This is an echo of an earlier, more youthful sentiment of his (58). It was in this youth as well, even before his mother’s death
(which he uses as an excuse for this withdrawal from the world), that he,
“instead of watching others…began to look at [himself].” He refuses to play
with other children, favoring his own gaze instead. It is this that ultimately
pushes away Clara Maria. The night before Spinoza is set to leave her father’s
house she comes to his room and tries to convince him that there is such a
thing as knowledge through the body (using the senses). It is clear that she is
deliberately attempting to seduce him, yet he, despite the evidence (through
scent) of his recent masturbation, refuses to engage her. Shortly thereafter
they meet in the music room, where Clara is crying on her harpsichord. She
cites Ovid’s Metamorphoses in describing her state:
“Only her voice and her bones were left.
Till finally her voice alone remained,
For her bones, they say, were turned to stone.
Since then, she hides in the woods, and,
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Though never seen on the mountains, is heard there by all
For her voice is the only part of her that still lives” (82)

It is from the section on Narcissus and Echo. Clearly, Clara is crying
because Spinoza is incapable of recognizing her; he can only grasp her idea,
but not her physical person. He is unable to love and she feels dead to him.
She sees that he does not want her as she exists. What makes this episode all
the more compelling is the fact that it concludes on this level of mental discourse; Clara reduces all her pain to words, to quotations, because she knows
that these are all that Spinoza can (or will) comprehend. He is unavailable in
any other space.
To return to the issue of sexual encounters, then, it becomes evident
in their language that there is something strange and unnatural about them.
They feel codified in their constant return to a problem of disconnect with
life. Part of this is due to Smilevski’s repetition of events. We get the story of
Spinoza’s life twice.3 However it goes deeper than this, as the explicit sexual
language relates back to the line of intellectual discourse:
With Clara: “Then, while you quickly undress, can you imagine placing
her under your body and feeling the warmth of her thighs? Can you imagine yourself slowly going into her? Does your fantasy end here, while your
hand is making a last movement on your penis as you spill your semen?”
(33).

“I could feel the warmth of her thighs. I imagined myself slowly going
into her, and then my fantasy suddenly came to an end. My hand was
making a final movement on my penis as I ejected my semen” (79).

Spinoza accepts the impermanence of the fantasy, but it is eradicated
together with his ejaculation, thus rendering it of no ultimate consequence.
He later rejects the quite real sexual advances of Clara Maria. With Johannes,
the sexual language is more directly connected to the relationship between
sex and death:
“…under the weight of his body you would feel as if you were truly dying,
as if a part of you were dying, that part that had decided to spend its life
thinking about life and not living it. As you are feeling the most hidden
parts of his body inside you, you feel how the Spinoza devoted to permanent things is dying” (43).
“I fought against my urge to run my fingers over his cold skin, I fought
against my desire to put my lips on his discolored mouth, I fought against
my desire to pass my penis over his stiff body” (89).

Whereas in the situation with Clara the narrator presents a scenario and
Spinoza later acknowledges it almost word for word, here there is a slightly
different interplay. The narrator implies that Spinoza can become dead, that
is, become finite and transient (and thus dead in his own conception of infinity), in order to experience physical pleasure. Spinoza, however, implies that
it is not he, but Johannes who will be dead. Pleasure comes from exploring
bodies that are expired and will soon cease to exist; Spinoza is looking in a
different mirror now, and one that is not held by the narrator.
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There is always throughout the novel two main strands of the much
aforementioned mental discourse. There is Spinoza’s constant move from the
physical to the mental, and then there is Smilevski’s (our narrator’s) own
structuring of the novel and its idea that also speaks to the reader on this level
of mental discourse. Smilevski has taken Spinoza’s essence and overlayed the
entire novel with it. The often pretentious feel of the novel in its sophistication and complexity of philosophical thought is made manifest both thematically and structurally. Spinoza uses things such as a mirror and corners of
windows to capture and observe the physical world around him. These things
mediate for him between the physical and mental environment and render
things capable of contemplation. Smilevski similarly uses a choppy form of
storytelling that fragments and dissects; his framing has a similar purpose: to
capture and contemplate. Thus the text that seeks to explore this beauty of
solitude is in such keeping with its subject that it also expresses this solitude,
becoming its own kind of beauty. It at once repels and attracts the reader,
who, like Smilevski himself, is not sure whether he or she will be able to understand the meaning of Spinoza’s philosophy.

Notes:
“The body is a form, the body cannot turn into formlessness. Losing its form,
the body ceases to be a body. It thus follows that the body is a negation as
long as it exists. It is impossible for the body to be infinite” (87).
1

As a side note, the reader is also meant to participate in this confusion. We
must remember that he/she is asked to insert his/her own name where a
blank line is drawn and this returns us to a sense of the ambiguity of language.
Words are also merely a form, derived in large part from memory and tradition, therefore, how much life do they have in them? Are they sufficient to
convey life? Or are they a form of death? How do they figure into this conversation of eternity and infinity? These are questions that Smilevski may or may
not have intended to provoke, but which nonetheless call upon the reader to
consider this book as more than just a book, but something to fundamentally
question the nature of what constitutes real existence.
2

On the reason for this, Smilevski writes the following: “Deleuze believe that
Spinoza’s Ethics was written twice…reason was predominant in some parts,
whereas others parts are characterized by ‘a discontinuous volcanic line’ that
expresses ‘all the angers of the heart’” (130).
3

Smilevski writes the following in his epilogue: “In the beginning I was afraid
that I would be unable to understand the philosophy of Spinoza. Now I know
that I probably did not understand it completely. And this is not that bad.
But in the beginning I was afraid that I might wrongly interpret the basic postulates of Spinoza’s philosophy with the consequence that the novel that was
aimed at the moon might shoot at the sun” (132).
4
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DEJZI
Jill Pokorney
U selu strane daleke zemlje bila je lepa krava. Zvala se Dejzi.
Davala je puno mleka. Imala je dobar život. Njena majka ju je volela
i imala je mnogo prijateljica. Dobijala je hranu svakog dana i spavala
je u toploj štali. Ali, nažalost Dejzi nije bila srećna. Dejzi je htela biti
konj. Svakog jutra je posmatrala decu. Oni su uvek jahali konje i bili
veseli. Deca su volela konje.
Deca se nikada nisu igrala s kravama. Dejzi se bojala da je deca
nisu nikada ni volela. Nije bila brza trkačica. Bila je to vrlo tužna
krava.
Svakog dana je pasla travu. Plakala je zato sto nije imala ništa da
da deci. Jednog dana jež je čuo njeno plakanje. Video je kravu.
--- Sta je sa Vama?--- on je pitao.
Dejzi je objasnila svoj problem:
Jež je kazao:
---Vi pomažete deci da porastu. Dajete im mleko.
Dejzi je shvatila da je jež bio u pravu. Davala je deci najveći
poklon.
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DAISY
by Jill Pokorney
In a village of a far off foreign land there was a beautiful cow. Her
name was Daisy. She produced a lot of milk, and her life was good.
Her mother loved her and she had many friends. She was fed every day
and she slept in a warm barn. But, unfortunately Daisy wasn’t happy.
Daisy dreamt of becoming a horse. Every day she watched the children.
They would always ride horses and were cheerful. The children loved
horses.
Children never play with cows, thought Daisy. She was afraid that
the children would never love her. She wasn’t a fast runner. She was a
very sad cow.
Every day she grazed on fresh green grass. She cried because she
didn’t have anything to give to the children. One day a hedgehog heard
her crying. He saw the cow.
---What’s wrong? he asked.
Daisy explained her problem.
The hedgehog said:
---You help children grow. You give them milk.
Daisy realized that the hedgehog was right. She gives the children
the most important gift.
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EДИ
Хејли Монтгомери
Био једном један медвед који је живео на Аљасци. Медвед се
звао Еди. Еди је имао смеђи крзнени капут. Због његовог капута,
Едију је било топло зими. Годинама, Еди је живео у суровим
временским приликама.
Једног дана, Еди се пробудио и било му је хладно. Температура
је била испод нуле. Падао је снег. Еди се упита Зашто ми је овако
хладно? Не свиђа ми се! Еди је погледао свој стомак. Његовог
крзненог капута није било!
---Знам! Мој крзнени капут је у Канади --- рекао је он. Еди
је схватио да не може ићи пешице до Канаде, па се јавио свом
пријатељу пилоту.
---Пријатељу, молим те, можеш ли ме одвести у Канаду?
---Наравно, хајде! -- рекао је пилот. Еди и пилот су отишли у
Канаду авионом. Еди је гледао кроз прозор и викао:
---Људи, хоћу мој крзнени капут! Вратите ми га! Али пилот се
сетио да је прошлог лета нашао један крзнени капут.
---Хајдемо кући-- казао је Едију.
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EDDIE
Hayley Montgomery
Once upon a time, there was a bear that lived in Alaska. The bear
was named Eddie. Eddie had a brown fur coat. Because of his coat,
Eddie was warm during the winter. For years, Eddie lived in extreme
weather.
One day, Eddie woke up and he felt cold. The temperature was
below zero. Snow was falling. Eddie thought, Why am I so cold? I don’t
like this! Eddie looked at his stomach. His brown fur coat was no longer there!
---I know! My fur coat is in Canada!---he said. Eddie realized that
he couldn’t travel by foot to Canada, so he called his pilot friend. “Pilot, please, can you take me to Canada?”
---Certainly! Let’s go!--- said the pilot. Eddie and the pilot flew
to Canada in the plane. Eddie looked out of the window and shouted,
“People! I want my fur coat! Give it to me!” But the pilot realized that
the previous summer, he had found a fur coat.
---Let’s go home!--- he said to Eddie.
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TOBOŽNJI KUPAC
sažetak
Christian Hilchey
Često se priče o našim životima odigravaju onako kako ih sudbina
određuje. Ova priča je o jednom skromnom i štedljivom čovjeku, Vazmoslavu,
njegovoj ženi Štefaniji i njihovo dvoje djece. Vazmoslav je bio sasvim običan
čovjek sa sasvim običnim snom – sagraditi vlastitu kuću. Cijeli svoj život, od
mladosti do starosti, sanjario je o gradnji ove kuće i radio sve zato da ovaj san
ostvari. Svaki tjedan bi gledao oglase u novinama da vidi što i za kakvu cijenu
je na prodaju. Zajedno sa svojom suprugom je počeo štedjeti, mada sporo,
za cilj gradnje. Svake godine bi svota novca rasla, ali isto tako bi rasla cijena
gradnje do nepristupačne razine. Usprkos svim ovim problemima, uvijek bi
nastavili sa štednjom.
Iako mu je bio san o kući vrlo važan, nije propustio obaveze prema svojoj
obitelji. Kad je njegov sin odlučio studirati medicinu, Vazmoslav mu je dao
potreban novac za studij. Isto tako je pomogao svojoj kćeri, koja se odlučila
za studij na konzervatoriju u Zagrebu. Bio je toliko odan svojoj obitelji da je
potrošio sve novce na njih, i to sve na štetu svojeg sna. Kada mu je žena iznenada umrla, pokopao je skoro poslednje mrvice ušteđevine u grob s njome.
Nakon toga Vazmoslav je skoro zaboravio na kuću, na svoje snove,
ukratko na sve ono što ga je zabavljalo tijekom njegova života. Ostao je doma
osamljen i izgubljen, ne misleći više o svojem snu.
Jednoga dana je došao jedan Vazmoslavov susjed po novce za vodu.
Poslije jednog razgovora ovaj susjed je uspio ponovo probuditi Vazmoslavovo
interesovanje za život. Onda se Vazmoslav vratio jednoj od najomiljenijih
zabava svojeg života – traženju kuća u subotnjim oglasima.
Svake subote bi gledao novine i, ako bi našao nešto zanimljivo, zvao bi
ili čak i odmah svratio kod prodavca kao da tobože kupuje kuću. Pretvarao se
da traži kuću za njegovu djecu u Njemačkoj. Svakoga puta je bio nešto krivo
s kućom zbog čega nije bio zadovoljan. Na kraju krajeva je svratio jednu kuću
i čim je ugledao vanjsku stranu kuće, znao je da je to kuća njegovih snova.
Unutrašnjost kuće je bilo isto tako savršena čak i do boje tri kupaonice na
drugom katu. Onda je stari prodavac priznao da isto tako samo tobože prodaje i time je sklopljeno novo prijateljstvo.
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THE ALLEGED BUYER
Christian Hilchey
Often the stories of our lives take place just as fate determines. This story
is about a modest and thrifty man, Vazmoslav, his wife Štefanija, and their
two children. Vazmoslav was in all respects a normal person with a normal
dream—to build his own house. His whole life, from his youth to old age,
he dreamt of building this house and did everything he could to realize this
dream. Every week he would look at the advertisements in newspapers to
see what was on sale and for what price. Together with his wife he began to
save, albeit slowly, with the goal of one day building. Every year the amount
of money would grow, but likewise the price of building a house would again
rise to inaccessible levels. Despite all these problems, they would always continue saving.
Although his dream of building a house was very important to him, he
did not overlook his obligations to his family. When his son decided to study
medicine, Vazmoslav gave him the necessary money for his studies. In a similar fashion he helped his daughter, who decided to study at a conservatory
in Zagreb. He was so devoted to his family that he spent all of his money on
them, even at the expense of his own dream. When all of a sudden his wife
died, he buried the last remnants of his savings in the grave with her.
After this Vazmoslav almost completely forgot about the house, his
dreams, in short about everything that had made him happy during his life.
He stayed at home, lonely and lost, no longer thinking about his dream.
One day a neighbor of Vazmoslav’s came to collect money for water.
After one conversation this neighbor managed to re-awaken Vazmoslav’s interest in life. Then Vazmoslav returned to one of his favorite activities in
life—looking for houses in the Saturday newspaper.
Every Saturday he would look at the newspaper and, if he found something interesting, he would call or even just immediately stop by the seller’s
house under the pretext of wanting to buy it. He would pretend that he was
looking for a house for his children in Germany. Every time he would find
something wrong with the house and on account of this he was not satisfied.
In the very end he stopped by one house and as soon as he saw the outside of
it he knew that it was the house of his dreams. The inside of the house was
just as perfect, even with regards to the color of the three bathrooms on the
second floor. Then the old man selling the place admitted that he was also
only pretending to sell the house and in this was a new friendship was born.
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НЕДОВРШЕНА ЉУБАВНА ПРИЧА
Петја Алексјева
Ех, шта чини судбина... Баш кад сам мислила да сам већ
зрела и мудра жена, срела сам једног дечка много млађег од мене.
Осам година, да ли је то много? На почетку ме је он звао, али
ја нисам обраћала пажњу на њега, јер сам мислила да је веза са
њим немогућа. Али једног дана сам одлучила да му дам прилику.
Позвала сам га у биоскоп. Он се врло обрадовао и кад се сабрао,
додао је „Штовише, данас ми је рођендан.“ Ааах, шта сам могла
да урадим.
После филма смо отишли у ресторан „Cheesecake Factory.“
Вечерали смо, пили вино и на крају смо поделили парче торте. Он
је био забаван, стидљив и тако сладак. Такође је био романтичан.
После вечере смо се шетали низ реку и седели смо на ивици
фонтане. Кад сам дошла кући, одллучила сам да му све објасним
идућег дана. Али он није обраћао пажњу на моје разумне разлоге,
него је понављао да је најважније то што се волимо. Ај, ај, ај!
Говорила сам му да то није љубав, да смо се тек упознали. Али он
ипак није слушао.
То је било пре три недеље. Нисмо баш одредили шта је то
међу нама и у шта ће се развити, али смо провели много времена
заједно. Разлика у годинама је очигледна у нашем понашању и
погледима на свет. Надам се да се не примети толико у изгледу.
Многе ствари које он ради и говори ми иду на живце. Ипак, осећам
се срећном и вољеном како се нисам годинама осећала. Још не
знам како ће се та прича завршити, али почетак ми се свиђа.
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UNFINISHED LOVE STORY
Petia Alexieva
Oh, what fate does... just when I thought I was a mature and wise
woman, I met a guy much younger than me. Eight years – Is that a lot?
In the beginning he was always calling me, but I ignored him because I
thought a relationship with him was impossible. But one day I decided
to give him a chance. I invited him to the movies. He was overjoyed
and when he finally came to his senses, he added, “What’s more, today
is my birthday.” Well, what could I do?
After the movie, we went to the Cheesecake Factory. We ate dinner, drank wine, and finished by sharing a piece of cake. He was entertaining, timid, and so sweet. He was also romantic. After dinner, we
walked along the lake and sat on the edge of a fountain. When I came
home, I decided to set him straight the next day. But he didn’t pay
any attention to my rational reasoning, and kept saying that the most
important thing was that we loved each other. Oh, oh dear! I told him
that this wasn’t love, that we just met each other. But he nevertheless
refused to listen.
That was three weeks ago. We haven’t quite figured out what
there is between us or what will unfold, but we’ve spent a lot of time
together. The difference in age is evident in our behavior and views on
the world. I hope it’s not too noticeable in appearance. Many things
he says and does get on my nerves. Despite all that, I feel more happy
and loved than I have felt in years. I still don’t know how the story will
end, but I like the beginning.
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The Effeminate Landscape: The Homeland as a
Feminine Figure in Anton Donchev’s Time of Parting
Eliza Rose

In his novel Time of Parting, Anton Donchev deconstructs the roots of
nationalism from a perspective that is both skeptical and sympathetic. Instead
of identifying the political benefits of nationalistic loyalties and tracing
their historical sources, Donchev examines them from within their realm of
influence. In this sense, Donchev acts not as a historian with the advantage of
distance, objectivity and hindsight, but as a victim of the very tendencies he
is critiquing. Donchev’s writing is at its most descriptive and most effective
in the passages that reflect the hypnotic effect the landscape holds over his
characters. In his emphasis on a romantic attitude towards the countryside
and specifically towards the mountains of Rhodopa, he designs an allegory of
the land as a feminine figure. Ottoman occupation of this land becomes, by
extension, analogous to rape. Donchev reiterates this allegory on many levels
of the narrative; the character of Elitsa, a woman whose beauty appeals to
every male character in the novel, s employed as a symbol of the land. The
mass rape of Bulgarian maidens at the onset of the violent conflict between
the Bulgarians and the Turks lends its own figurative power to the allegory
as well. Donchev penetrates the core of sentimental attachment to one’s
homeland in order to test its authenticity. While factors that contribute to
fidelity to one’s country can mostly be discredited as imagined, inorganic, and
contrived for political profit, Donchev examines the erotically charged love
of a native landscape as a last resort for the claim that nationalism can be
grounded in human inevitability, rather than in political constructs.
A natural attraction to Elitsa is experienced by every male protagonist
in the novel. Her appeal transcends generations and ethnicities. Within a
conflict that rotates around the irreconcilable differences between people,
only two common grounds can be found: love for Elitsa, and a feeling of
entitlement towards the Rhodopa mountains. Both sentiments are deeply
interrelated. Donchev repeatedly poeticizes Elitsa’s beauty by drawing upon
images of nature. Throughout this process, Elitsa becomes less of a human
being and more of an abstraction of the wilderness.
The white slippers on her feet looked like fruit trees in full blossom at the
foot of the mountain. (148)

Donchev can only express Elitsa’s beauty by highlighting what it has in
common with the beauty of the mountains. In the same excerpt as the quote
above, Elitsa’s lips are said to quiver “like the wings of a perching butterfly,”
and her eyes are likened to those of little fawns. It is unclear whether Elitsa
is beautiful because she evokes the romance of the landscape, or if the land is
beautiful because it evokes the appeal of a woman. In either case, since Elitsa
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and the landscape are symbols for one another, their mutually erotic effects on
men complement one another cyclically. Donchev articulates the intoxicating
beauty of the land by describing its contours in an explicitly feminine way.
The spruce raised its huge trunk, spreading out thick straight branches,
like straight arms. And the small boughs, the leaves and the moss hung in
folds, in folds downwards, and not a twig was to be seen above, as if the
wide silken sleeves of a green shirt were falling in folds. (114)

By employing this stock of poetic language, Donchev is luring the reader into
acknowledging traditional similes that depict the land as a maternal figure.
However, what is disturbing about Donchev’s more extensively developed
analogy is that in his personal system of semiotics, the land is a stand-in for
both a mother and a lover. This is one of many elements in the novel that
contribute to Donchev’s illustration of the gradual disintegration of tribal ties
and the familial structure of communities in favor of a nationalistic structure
through violations of standards that apply to the nuclear family. Donchev
brings in instances of fratricide and incest in order to demonstrate the violence
that accompanies this process in a reciprocally violent manner. Donchev
invests the full power of his prose in burdening each of his characters with
metaphorical baggage. At times he seems to want the reader to accept the
figurative allusions as literally as possible, but occasionally he suggests that
even the most persuasive of similes ought to be taken with a grain of salt.
And on the woman’s face the light fell through a net of leaves, so that
it was barely distinguishable- veiled and soft like the white trunk of the
birch behind her. (131)

In this passage, the spell cast by the moonlight causes Papa Aligorko to mistake
Elitsa for a samodiva, or a birch-maiden, a mythical personification of the
woods. However, she looks this way only under the faded light of the moon.
This suggests that metaphorical parallels and nationalistic truths, although
they arouse such sentimental commitments, only resonate as true when seen
in a distorted light.
As soon as the intimacy between the shepherds and their homeland
is broadcasted in an erotic tone, Turkish interference seems all the more
perverse and disturbing. In Part Three, the action of the novel transitions from
anticipation to violent conflict, a transformation heralded by the section’s title,
“The Time of Parting has Come.” Curiously, the first instance of actual conflict
that breaks from the mere threat of conflict involves not murder, but rape. All
local Bulgarian women of a certain pre-marital age are seized and appropriated
by the Ottomans for the sake of spoiling their virginity. Donchev is acutely
conscious of both the immediate and symbolic implications of such an act.
The poetic insinuation is that the contamination of the land’s unadulterated
Bulgarian essence, in its irreversibility, is analogous to a maiden’s loss of
virginity. Although this could arise from a latent xenophobia in Donchev, it
is important to note that this loss of maidenhood is not portrayed with the
affectionate innocence of a first love, but as rape on a massive scale. In this
case, the mingling of multiple ethnicities upon the Bulgarian landscape is not
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an example of multiculturalism but of conquest.

…And then they all remembered that behind the invisible rocks Rhodopa
stretched far and wide. And the Turks were raging over her, and fires were
turning her body to ashes, and a sword was slaying her people. While we
sat there sheltered, others were being blown down by the wind. (117)

Donchev represents Ottoman aggression as rape of the female object of desire
that is Rhodopa in her poetic form. Despite the atrocity of the Ottomans as
portrayed in this light, there is a certain catharsis achieved by the literary
poignancy of their act. Here Donchev crosses into troubling territory as he
explores the potential for masochistic elegance in the terrible execution of
Ottoman occupation. He goes so far as to create a symbiotic relationship
between desire and pain, suggesting that the latter defines the former.
And she was so beautiful that I felt my throat go dry, and my breath stop,
and my jaws stiffen. And when I remembered Manol’s face as he looked
upon her, and I realized that it was not desire that had been in his heart,
but pain. For my heart began to ache too. (146)

In this quote, in which Papa Aligorko describes his attitude towards Elitsa,
Elitsa’s beauty carries connotations of its own violent impact. Elitsa is a
personification of the Rhodopa Mountains as the Bulgarian homeland and not
as an extension of a foreign empire. In this sense, her beauty corresponds to
the unattainable nature of the lost paradise, which is in turn a fictionalized
paradigm of Bulgaria in its pure, pre-Ottoman form. Desire for Elitsa and for
this paradise is necessarily painful, as its object is confined to the premises of
an intangible and mythological past.
It is in his elaborate composition of the traumatic loss of this paradise
that the complexity of Donchev’s allegory does a great service to the text.
The treatment of the landscape as a maternal figure is polluted by Ottoman
expansion. The authority assumed by a foreign entity disrupts the familial
nature of one’s affection for one’s homeland. The psychological ramification
of this is that the landscape, already endowed with a potent femininity,
returns not as a mother figure but as a new incarnation of this woman, whose
appeal is not comforting and nurturing, but suddenly erotically stimulating.
On page 124, the Venetian vocalizes a strong sense of intimacy with the
landscape by saying “I was inside the mountains.” The extreme implications
of this statement can refer to both the comfort associated with the mother’s
womb, or to the pleasure attached to the sexual act. Elitsa’s role in the life of
Momchil, her first love, is clouded over and morphs into that of both lover
and mother. This complication is written into the narrative in a literal snse
when Elitsa marries Momchil’s father in a plot development shoes value is
purely ceremonial. Conversion of faith is a relevant embellishment upon the
trauma of the superimposition of the sexual over the maternal. The shepherds
repeatedly shout that they refuse to have their sons castrated and refuse to
be castrated themselves. Although this is ostensibly out of a commitment to
the Orthodox faith, it conveniently reflects their panic that, when confronted
with this upsetting synthesis of symbolism, giving in is equated with the loss
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of manhood and the desanctification of their relationship with their country.
Extreme sentiments of nationalism can then be decoded and understood as
a fetishistic coping mechanism for this trauma. Men cling to their native
territory with a persistence that verges on obsession. They devote themselves
to their motherland in a fruitless attempt to recreate the comfort and pleasure
of an oversimplified but absolute connection with the land. Nationalism can
be explained not as an organic value in itself, but as a projection of organic
values onto the landscape in an overcompensated attempt at mastery over
that which cannot be mastered. Here Donchev’s writing can serve its historical
context. In the light of an extreme Marxist reading of the novel, Donchev is
calling the very concept of land ownership artificial and problematic in that the
impossibility of achieving and maintaining complete mastery over land drives
one towards heroic but masochistic impulses that have had a dangerously
intense impact in reinforcing the redundant trappings of history.
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ODLIČAN ŽIVOT
Tristan Bordon
On se svaki dan probudi u šest. Popije kavu, a potom trči. Ponedeljkom i četvrtkom trči više nego obično, trči po četiri milje. Utorkom
i petkom vozi se na biciklu deset milja, dok srijedom i subotom pliva
po jednu milju. Moraš dobro izgledati ako želiš postati netko ili nešto u
ovom svijetu. Poslije vježbanja, istušira se, obrije, te opere zube. Sudac
i porota neće imati obzira prema čovjeku koji nije uredan i čist. Odlazi
iz doma i doručkuje uvijek u istoj restauraciji i uvijek naruči isto jelo:
palačinke i pancetu sa sokom od naranče. Opet očisti zubi, te potom
ode u ured. Radi negdje oko osam sati, kad mora ići u sudnicu radi
više. Cijelo vrijeme brine o svom uspijehu i sposobnostima, tako da
ga svi štuju. Završivši s poslom, on ode kući. Gleda televiziju oko sat
vremena, onda večera s djevojkom i to uvijek u nekom restoranu koji
priprema specijalitete drugih nacija u čijim kuhinjama su najčešće zaposleni Meksikanci. Njegova djevojka radi u promidžbenoj industriji.
Ne govore puno, uglavnom jedu u tišini. Pošto su večerali, idu k njoj
doma, jebu se (također u tišini), osim ako su imali dobar dan na poslu.
On se opet tušira, i ode, pazeći da ne slupa njezin Porsche svojim Ferrarijem. Stigne kući, proučava nekoliko sati slijedeći slučaj, te leže u
krevet. On nije zadovolljan, ali on toga nije svjestan. Ima novaca i stan
u centru grada. Vozi skupi talijanski auto i ima privlačnu ženu. Ima
interesantan posao, krepko telo, veliki televizijski ekran, i članstvo u
yacht klubu. Uz sve ove uspehe i posedstva, sa svim trofejima i dokazima njegove uspešnosti, nije moguće biti potpuno zadovoljan. Zar ne?
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A WONDERFUL LIFE
Tristan Bordon
He wakes up every day at six. He first has his coffee, then goes
running. On Mondays and Thursdays he runs more than usual — he
runs four miles. On Tuesdays and Fridays he rides his bike for ten
miles, and on Wednesdays and Saturdays swims a mile. You have to
look good if you want to be an important person in this world. When
he is done exercising, he takes a shower, shaves, brushes his teeth. The
judge and the jury will not pay attention to a person who is not clean
and well-groomed. He leaves his home and goes to a restaurant where
he has breakfast and always orders the same meal: crepes, bacon and
orange juice. He brushes his teeth again, and heads to his office. He
works for about eight hours, but he puts in more hours when he needs
to be in court. He always displays his skill and success so that everyone
respects him. After finishing work, he goes home. He watches television for about an hour, then eats dinner with his girlfriend, always in
a different ethnic restaurant but in whose kitchens are Mexicans predominantly employed. His girlfriend works in the advertising industry.
They do not talk a lot; they usually eat quietly. After dinner, they go
to her house, they screw (in silence), except if they have a good day at
work. Then he again takes a shower, leaves, taking care not to crash
her Porsche with his Ferrari. He arrives home, studies the case for the
next day, and then goes to bed. He is not satisfied, but he is not aware
of that. He has money and an apartment in the center of the city. He
owns an Italian car and an attractive woman. He has an interesting job,
a fit body, a big television screen, and membership in the yacht club.
With all these merits and accomplishments, with all these trophies that
attest to his excellence, it is not possible to be completely satisfied, is
it?
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МАРКО НА МЕСЕЦУ
Рејчел Волиг
Било је врло рано ујутро када се Марко пробудио на Месецу,
и нешто му је било чудно. Наиме, много је било чудно: обично
нема хоботница на Месецу, зато што тамо нема воде. И обично,
Марко је живио у Јадранском мору са рибама, медузама, морским
псима и тако даље. Али овог јутра није било ни риба ни медуза ни
морских паса. Марко се налазио у пољу пуном камења, без своjих
пријатеља и врло изгубљен.
„Опростите молим, камење,” он је казао. „Знате ли ви, како
сам дошао на Месец? Можете ли ми казати како да се вратим
назад у Јадранско море, на Земљу?” Дуго је чекао, али није било
одговора. „Нема ни одговора ни воде ни пријатеља – Месец ми се
не свиђа,” казао је Марко. „Хоћу ићи кући.” Он је проходао многим
ногама – није тешко ходати на Месецу, чак ни за хоботницу.
Сатима је Марко тражио воду или још једну хоботницу, али
ништа није нашао. Онда је видео нешто у близини. Погледао је
опет и видео је човека и жену, како узимају камење и стављају га
у торбу. Изнад њих је био свермирски брод.
Обично хоботнице не говоре са људима. Хоботнице знају, да
су укусне. Али Марко је био на Месецу. Морао је тражити помоћ.
„Краљу и Кралљице Месеца,” казао је Марко, „ја сам хоботница из
Јадранског мора, са Земље. Данас сам се пробудио на Месецу и
не знам како се вратити на Земљу. Потребна ми је помоћ, молим
вас.”
Астронаути су били Немци, и нису разумели то што је казао
Марко. Они су погледали Марка, онда се погледали, и жена је
лупила човека по руци. „Ти си ми казао, да нема хоботница на
Месецу! Дугујеш ми пет еура!” Онда је казала Марку, „Буди без
бриге! Желиш ли се возити свемирским бродом?” Човек је узео
Марка и ставио га у торбу са камењем.
Увече они су слетели у Немачкој. Научник је морао платити
пет еура пилоту, и на крају се Марко опет нашао у свом Јадранском
мору.
Поука приче је, да се хоботнице крију свуда и да морамо бити
опрезни.
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MARKO ON THE MOON
Rachel Wahlig
It was very early in the morning when Marko woke up on the
Moon, and he felt that something was strange. That is to say, there was
something very strange: normally, there are no animals on the Moon
because there is no water. And normally, Marko lived in the Adriatic
Sea with the fish, jellyfish, sharks, and so on. Marko found himself in a
field filled with stones, without his friends and very lost.
“Please excuse me, stones,” he said. “Do you know how I came to
be on the Moon? Can you tell me how I can get back to the Adriatic
Sea, on Earth?” He waited for a long time, but there was no response.
“There is neither response, nor friend, nor water – I don’t like the
Moon,” said Marko. “I want to go home.” He started to walk on his
many legs – it is not hard to walk on the moon, even for an octopus.
For hours, Marko searched for water or another octopus, but he
did not find anything. Then he saw something nearby. He looked again
and saw a man and a woman taking stones and putting them in a bag.
Above them, there was a spaceship.
Normally, octopi do not speak to people. Octopi know that they
are tasty. But Marko was on the moon. He had to look for help. “King
and Queen of the Moon,” said Marko. “I am an octopus from the Adriatic Sea, from Earth. I woke up on the moon today and I don’t know
how to return to Earth. Please, I need help.”
The astronauts were German, and they did not understand what
Marko said. They looked at Marko, then looked at each other, and the
woman hit the man on the arm. “You told me that there weren’t any
octopi on the Moon! You owe me five euros!” Then she said to Marko,
“Don’t worry! Would you like a ride on our spaceship?” The man took
him and put him into the bag with the stones.
At night, they landed in Germany. The scientist had to pay the
pilot five euros, and in the end Marko found himself once again in the
Adriatic Sea.
The moral of this story is that octopi hide everywhere, and we
must be cautious.
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ЦРНИ МЕДВЕД
Ешли Робертс
У националном парку Жути Камен било је много црних
медведа. Сви посетиоци парка су се бојали црних медведа. Медведи
су били огорчени зато што су обично врло безопасни медведи.
Један медвед се осећао напуштен зато што није имао
породицу. Годинама усамњен, шетао се по парку. Једног дана, док
се шетао, видео је малу кућу. Ушао је у кућу и онда га је спазила
једна девојчица. Она је почела да запомаже:
--Мама! Упомоћ!
Али медвед јој је објаснио да је он безопасан и да је само
желио пријатеља. Са радошћу је пристала на предлог и онда му
је дала чашу млека и колаче. Медвед је у дубини срца имао топао
осећај јер је коначно имао пријатеља и није више био усамљен.
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THE BLACK BEAR
Ashley Roberts
In Yellowstone National Park, there were a lot of black bears. All
the park visitors were afraid of the black bears. The bears were bitter
and unhappy about this fact, because they were almost always totally
harmless.
One bear felt abandoned because he didn’t have a family. Lonely
for years, he roamed the park grounds. One day while he was walking,
he saw a small house. He entered the house, and then a girl caught
sight of him inside the house. She began to cry for help, “Mommy!
Help me!” But the bear explained to the girl that he was harmless, and
only wanted to have a friend. The girl happily accepted his offer, and
she gave him a glass of milk and some cookies. The bear had a warm
feeling in the depths of his heart because he finally had a friend and
was no longer lonely.
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FANTASTIČNA PRIČA
Caitlin Casey
Mate sumnja kako on nije jedini muškarac u životu svoje supruge.
U takvim slučajevima, uvijek, prije ili kasnije, istina ispliva na vidjelo.
Ovoga puta nije bilo vjerodostojnih dokaya: sve je ukazivalo na Matine
slutnje i predosječaje. Dugo su živjeli skupa. Znao ju je, kako narod
zna reći, kao zjenicu svog oka. Međutim u zadnje vrijeme, Matina se
supruga počela čudno ponašati…
Sve je počelo prošlog mjeseca, jednog tmurnog siječanjskog dana.
Mate se kasno, oko osam sati, vratio kući a njegove supruge nije bilo
doma. Mate je u zadnje vrijeme imao pune ruke posla i često je odlazio
s posla iza sedam sati. Obično bi ga supruga čekala kako bih zajedno
večerali. Ali, taj dan je nije bilo doma. Nije ostavila nikakvu poruku,
i to je potaknulo Matu na razmišljanje: gdje bi ona mogla biti?
Kasnije te večeri, njegova se žena vratila. Kada ju je upitao gdje
je bila, odgovorila mu je kako je bila u trgovini. Mate joj baš i nije
povjerovao jer mu je njen odgovor bio sumnjiv. Mada mu supruga nije
imala sa sobom niti jednu vrećicu, Mate joj je povjerovao pošto ju je
volio.
Sljedećih pet dana Mate bi se vratio s posla, a nje opet ne bi bilo
kod kuće. Nikako nije znao kuda se odvažila. Nije bilo ni njene torbe,
ni njenih pisama, niti jedan njezin trag.
Mate se počeo osječati nelagodno. Možda si je našla drugog
supruga? Samo, kako bi to mogao saznati?
Tako se jedan dan Mate vratio ranije s posla, te je čekao ispred
kuće i promatrao kako ulazi u svoj auto. Sljedio ju je sve dok se nije
zaustavila ispred jedne crvene kuće. U tom trenutku, Mate se preplašio.
Tko će li joj otvoriti vrata? Njeogovo je srce kucalo otkucavalo sve
jače. On je mislio kako ju je znao kao zjenicu svog oka. Ali sada se
osječao kao da ju nikada nije niti poznao.
Iznenada su se otvorila vrata. Mate je odmah vidio osobu na
vratima. Taj isti je izašao van. Mate je ponovno otvorio svoje oči, i u
nevjerici ugledao u svog brata Marka. Mate se rasplakao.
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FANTASTIC STORY
Caitlin Casey
Mate is suspicious that he is not the only man in his wife’s life.
In such situations, sooner or later, the truth always comes to light.
This time there was no concrete evidence; it all was all alluded to in
Mate’s speculations and anxieties. They lived together for a long time.
He knew her, as the people say, as his own eye’s pupil. Nevertheless,
lately Mate’s wife had begun to act quite strangly…
Everything started last month, one gloomy day in January. Mate
came home late, around eight o’clock, and his wife was not home.
Lately, Mate has had a lot of work and commonly came back from
work after seven o’clock. Usually his wife would wait for him so that
they could eat dinner together. But that day she was not home. She
didn’t leave any message and that led Mate to wonder: where could
she be?
Later that evening, his wife returned. When he asked her where
she had been, she told him that she had been out shopping. Mate really
didn’t believe her at all because her answer to him was so suspicious.
Even though his wife did not have a single bag with her, Mate felt he
had to believe her since he loved her.
For the next five days, Mate would come home from work and
she once again wouldn’t be at home. He had absolutely no clue where
she had gone. Neither her bag, her letters, nor any trace of her could
be found.
Mate has started to feel uncomfortable. Maybe she has found a
new husband? Only, how could he know for sure?
So one day, Mate came back from work early, and waited in front
of the house and saw how his wife would get into her car. He followed
her up until she pulled over in front of a red house. At that moment,
Mate got scared. Who would open the door to her? His heart started
to beat faster and faster. He thought that he knew her as he knew the
pupil of his eye. Yet now he felt as if he never even knew her.
All of a sudden, the door opened. Mate saw the person at the door
at once. That person himself came out. Once again, Mate opened his
eyes and in disbelief looked into his brother Marko. Mate burst into
tears.
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ПЕДЕСЕТ ДОЛАРА
Емили Соверел
Моји пријатељи, Дани и Тајрон, су били код мене. Били смо
гладни и одлучили смо да идемо на излет на плажу. Спремила
сам сендвиче са шунком и сиром, те салату са парадајзом и
маслинама. такође сам донела три конзерве сода воде, пластично
посуђе, прибор за јело, салвете и пар папирних тањира.
Спремивши храну, кренули смо на плажу. Ручали смо и
разговарали о свему и свачему. Тајрон нам је рекао да је тек
купио М-4, М-16, и АК-47. Он је радио за Министарство одбране
и обучавао је војнике. Био је добар стрелац. Дени често игра
”пејнтбол” и због тога је он такође добар стрелац. Момци су ме
упитали да ли сам у стању да пуцам из пушке. Слагала сам их и
рекла да нисам способна за тако нешто. Одлучили смо да идемо
на покривено стрелиште.
Возили смо се двадесетак минута. Покривено стрелиште је
било напуштено. За мете смо употребили папирне тањире. Тањири
су почели да лете јер је дувао благ ветар. Тајрон и Дени су се
опкладили у двадесет и пет долара да ја нисам у стању да погодим
мету с пет пуцњева. Пресекли смо руке и ја сам изабрала своју
пушку. Одлучила сам се за М-16 и питала сам Тајрона да је напуни
за мене. Дени и Тајрон ми се нису могли престали смејати јер сам
плавуша, у сукњи, на високим потпетицама са великом пушком
у рукама. Дени је био спреман да сними све својом дигиталном
камером. Ово су слике:
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FIFTY DOLLARS
Emily Soverel
My friends, Danny and Tyrone, were at my house. We were hungry and decided to go on a picnic at the beach. I made ham and cheese
sandwichеs and a salad with tomatoes and olives. I also brought three
cans of soda, plastic utensils, napkins, and a few paper plates.
Having prepared the food, we headed to the beach. We ate lunch
and talked about everything. Tyrone told us that he had just bought
an M-4, an M-16, and an AK-47. Tyrone worked for the Department of
Defense and trained soldiers. He is a very good marksman. Danny often
plays paintball and so he is also a good marksman. The guys asked me
if I could shoot a pistol. I lied and said that I couldn’t. We decided to
go to a shooting range.
We drove for twenty minutes. The shooting range was empty and
abandoned. For targets, we used paper plates. The plates began to sail
through the air because of the light wind.
Tyrone and Danny bet fifty dollars that I wouldn’t be able to hit
the target in five tries. We shook hands and I picked up my rifle. I
chose an M-16 and asked Tyrone to load it for me. Danny and Tyrone
couldn’t stop laughing at me – a blonde wearing a skirt and high heels,
and holding a huge rifle. Danny stood ready to take a picture with his
digital camera. Here are the pictures:
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MORЖ ФРЕДИ
Тим Кристи
Био једном један морж. Звао се Фреди. Морж Фреди је живео
на леду северног леденог мора. Тамо је хладно било, али Морж
Фреди је имао много китове масти и, што је најважније, крзнену
капу с наушницима. Зато њему није било хладно. Морж Фреди
је имао одличне кљове, и чекиње на горњој усни. Морж Фреди је
хтео да пусти пуну браду, али он је могао само да пусти чекиње.
Морж Фреди је био одличан кувар. Могао је да припреми
све, особито храну из мора. Знао је да припреми шкољке, рибе, и
фоке.
Међутим Фредија је у дубини срца морио тешки проблем.
Проблем почиње овако: Дошла је на северно ледено море лепа
љупка моржкиња. Била је најлепша моржкиња на северном
леденом мору. Звала се Вилхељмина. Фреди је заказао Вилхељмини
састанак.
»Вилхељмино», Фреди је говорио, «Хоћу да вечерам с тобом.
Хоћеш ли ти доћи у седем сати?«
»У реду», казала је она, »Прича се да си ти одличан кувар. Ја
очекујем одличну вечеру. Ја особито волим месо од птице.«
Она је отишла и Фреди је одмахнуо главом. Хтео је да јој
спреми укусно јело, но он никада до тада није припремао месо од
птице. На Арктику је било мало птица.
Шта да радим? Шта да радим? Целог дана Морж Фреди је
тражио птицу, али није ниједну нашао.
А онда се десило чудо. Морж Фреди је погледао на небо и
видео двоје пингвина. Они су имали необичне »лети-капе.« Они су
радосно летели над поларним морем к Моржу Фредију.
Касније, после вечера, Вилхељмина је рекла да је то била
најбоља вечера на свету. И она га је пољубила.
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WALRUS FREDDY
Tim Christy
Once upon a time there was a walrus. His name was Freddy. The
Freddy lived on the ice at the North Pole. It was cold there, but Freddy
had many rolls of fat and, most importantly, a fur cap with earmuffs.
Because of that, he did not get cold. Freddy had perfect tusks, whiskers
above his upper lip. Freddy wanted to grow a beard, but he could only
grow a mustache.
Freddy was an excellent cook. He could prepare everything, especially food from the sea. He could prepare shellfish, fish, and seals.
However, deep in his heart, a difficult problem tormented Freddy.
Here’s how the problem started: a charming young female came to the
ice at the North Pole. She was the most beautiful walrus in the entire
North Pole. Her name was Wilhemina. Freddy asked Wilhemina on
a date.
“Wilhemina,” Freddy asked her, “I’d like to have dinner with you.
Would you like to come at seven this evening?”
“That sounds good,” she said, “I’ve heard you’re an excellent cook.
I’m anticipating a great dinner. I especially like poultry.”
She left and Freddy shook his head in thought. He wanted to prepare a delicious meal, but he had never before cooked poultry. In the
Arctic there were very few birds.
What to do? What to do? Walrus Freddy looked for a bird for the
whole day, but he didn’t find a single one.
And then a miracle happened. Walrus Freddy looked up at the sky
and saw two penguins. They had unusual “flying caps”. They were
happily flying above the polar sea towards Walrus Freddy.
Later, after dinner, Wilhemina said that it had been the best dinner in the world. And then she kissed him.
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MIRKO
Ashley Montgomery
U Evanston-gradu nalazila se kuća gde je živeo jedan pas. Pas se
zvao Mirko. Mirko je uvijek lajao na sve. Svatko živ u susjedstru je
mislio da je Mirko zao.
Jednog dana Mirko je vidio velikog čoveka na biciklu. Mirko je
zalajao na čoveka. Čovek se uplašio od Mirka i počeo vikati. On je pobegao odatle vrlo brzo. A onda je došla jedna žena. Mirko je lajao i na
ženu. Žena se bojala pasa, naročito Mirka jer je on uvek lajao. Žena je
pobegla odatle brzo.
Mirko je ostao žalostan. On se samo želio upoznati sa ljudima.
Mirko nije mogao prestati da laje. On je lajao i kad je bio ljut i kad je
bio sretan.
Dva dana kasnije, došlo je jedno dete pred Mirka. Mirko je zalajao na dete, ali dete nije pobeglo od Mirka. Ono je prišlo bliže Mirku
i potapšalo ga po glavi. Mirko je bio vrlo sretan. Dete je postalo prvi
Mirkov prijatelj.
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MIRKO
Ashley Montgomery
In the city of Evanston, there was a house where a dog lived. The
dog’s name was Mirko. Mirko barked at everything. Everyone in the
neighborhood thought that Mirko was evil.
One day, Mirko saw a big man riding a bike. Mirko barked at
the man. The man was frightened by Mirko and began to shout. He
quickly ran away from Mirko. And then a woman camed toward Mirko
too. Mirko started barking at her as well. The woman was afraid of
dogs, especially Mirko because he was always barking. She ran away
quickly.
Mirko became sad. He only wanted to meet people. Mirko wan’t
able to help his constant barking. He barked both when he was angry
and when he was happy.
Two days later, there was a child that came over to Mirko. Mirko
barked at the child, but the child didn’t run away from him. The child
came closer to Mirko, and patted him on the head. Mirko was very
happy! The child became Mirko’s first friend.
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My son I will give—my myth I will not
Imagined Lineage, Mythic Identity
in Donchev’s Time of Parting
Antje Postema

While the notion of brotherhood looms large in the novel, I seek to explore another familial relationship whose thematic articulation significantly
informs the meaning of Time of Parting. The links established between sons
and fathers, through characterization and implication, allow for a fundamental unfolding of identity. When Ralph Bogert1 identifies a tendency through
which “history as source is supplanted by legend as resource” (Bogert 178), he
identifies two points of origin: that of a historical, event-based trajectory and
that of a story which gives meaning to these same events, often in complex,
contradictory, and decidedly non-linear ways. This contrast between history
and story gives rise to a notion of identity in the context of a larger community; within the novel, history is linked to lineage and denoted by the process
of naming, whereas story is the realm of myth. As such, it involves at once a
clear break with the system whereby identity is conferred based on lineage,
and also a reworking of this genealogy into larger myths and, indeed, systems
thereof. I argue that the interaction between father and son in Time of Parting and, in particular, the theme of fathers giving up or otherwise separating
(both in physicality and through ideology) from their sons, gives rise to a conception of identity grounded in a series of myths that, in their totality, grant
new sense to the role of genealogical interpretation and of the individual
within both family and community.
A salient thread which emerges out of the instances discussed below,
the act of giving up a son is one carried out with utmost consideration and
for reasons which, although initially counterintuitive, prove coherent within
what can be seen as a larger mythic structure. Since one can only give up what
one owns in the first place, the choice to turn away from a child is, in this
structure, a superlatively meaningful act. When Manol indicates both his willingness and his specific plans for killing his younger son, Mircho, in the event
that the boy is taken as a janissary (Donchev 53-54), he clearly demonstrates
the belief that both builds upon the traditional notion of a bloodline and subverts it. If a father not only can destroy his own child to preserve an ideal,
it is, in part, because this ideal, in itself, both contains and generates a myth
that, unlike a son, cannot be possessed by an individual—but only by a group.
Thus, the fundamental conception that something which is not singularly possessed cannot be given up by an individual actor constitutes the core of mythic
creation in all its varieties. At the same time, the categorization of that which
is and is not one’s own heavily influences the resulting choices. This stands
in opposition to Karaibrahim’s claim that “the more a man has, the more he
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wants to preserve it” (Donchev 84). Instead, the specific type of possession
dictates whether it must be preserved, or can be given up. Ultimately, it is
a question of value conceived of along the axes of possibility and necessity.
Sons can be given, but not myths; heads, but not faith.
myth of origin/origin of myth
The saga concerning Manol’s origin becomes inseparable, through the
course of the book, from his character. He exists as an exception that, instead
of proving the rule, defines a new one. The village of Elindenya has, presumably for centuries, organized its generations according to a principle such that
after “every man’s name, the name of his father is spoken” (Donchev 18), for
the reason that, though “many men have the same name, and a man with
but one name is alone, but the name of his father binds him to other folk”
(Donchev 18). The sense of continuity produced by a formula wherein each
individual is conceived of belonging to a tradition both ancient and reflective
upon its own longevity translates into a powerful communal force in that the
traceable link between generations is clearly marked. In the apparent simplicity of a name received, borne, and transmitted lies the germ of a valuation of
an identity built upon the possession of a name in precisely this manner.
The fact that a name at once defines the individual member in terms of
his group also means that the group is known through its common valuation
of this denotative style. The resulting group identity is a historical, genealogical one. However, it also bears elements of a mythic structure, for it weaves
the continuous cycle of names with the primeval Rhodope mountains in which
the village, Elindenya, is located. The agelessness of the mountains and their
personified existence correspond to a strong sense of history, wherein every
moment (individual) interacts with the present only by virtue of an unbroken
line of such moments (fathers, grandfathers) to which the first is inextricably
indebted for its own existence.
In such a context, the details surrounding Manol’s birth and childhood
directly contrast the historical conception of the group: he is “the first of
his family, the first of a great family, although it had no great roots” (Donchev 19). Yet this very fact becomes grounds for his own greatness and, indeed, centrality within the community. Instead of deriving his identity from a
named father, Manol’s is granted him by the entire series of events leading to
his eventual maturation and role as Elindenya’s de facto leader. In addition to
having been born of an unknown father, Manol’s mother, in an act resonant
with the implied finality of a sacrifice, ties her child in a tree. The decidedly
untold legacy of his parentage leaves Manol with an absolute lack of family
background when his is assessed according to the norms of the society in
which he finds himself; it is this blank slate, however, that commands both
interest and decisive action.
Karamanol, the haidout who finds the child, is both feared and despised
throughout the land for his acts of vengeance (Donchev 19) and a particular
brand of individualism. Karamanol is an outlaw defined by his own lack of
either family or community. Having experienced the murder of his own sons
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at the hands of the Turks, he carries the abandoned baby who, later, will
bear his name with him on his marauds and escapes, venturing into a village
only long enough for one of the nursing mothers to feed the child. The fact
that those who pursue Karamanol impose violent punishment on any who
sustain his foster-son does not, however, prevent these women from offering their breasts to the child (Donchev 19). This community-wide willingness
to acknowledge Manol’s special status immediately transforms itself into an
unquestioned dictum followed first by Elindenya’s mothers, but eventually
by all, as though each villager is compelled by an unspoken—and, at least
initially, unspeakable—force.
When, finally, he is shot down, the wounded Karamanol drags himself
into Elindenya and bestows on Galoushko a child nourished by the sacrificial
milk of women throughout the Rhodope. Thereafter, Galoushko
“called the child Manol, after his foster-father, and when he grew up, folk
began to call him Manol of the Hundred Brothers, although they might
have done better to have called him Manol of the thousand brothers” (Donchev 20).

In this way, what stands as Manol’s very anomaly is simultaneously maintained and incorporated into the longstanding naming practice. Manol cannot
exist without a name. Moreover, this must be given him according to a historical precedent. Yet his undeniable exemption from the laws that govern this
naming process is meaningful for the tradition itself. Out of Manol exceptionality emerge the beginnings of a new ordering principle. If, before, the people
in Elindenya possessed a variety of immortality, this derived from a historical
continuity as evidenced in names. In the character of, and events surrounding,
Manol, they are the recipients of, and participants in, a myth that takes the
fact of this lineage and creates something from it capable of circumventing
some of the basic principles of a lineage-based system.
choosing sons: Manol
The central negotiation of these two structuring principles emerges in
the various father/son relationships established in Donchev’s work, beginning with Manol as son, continuing with him as father to Momchil, father of
the infant Manol. Of course, the particular period in which Time of Parting is
set informs its primary ideological thrust: Ottoman controlled Bulgaria, in
which a pivotal nexus of maintaining this centralized authority rested in the
institution of the Janissary corps. Such a context offers a set of extreme circumstances, in which individuals must make life-changing decisions, which
both contributes to the resulting mythic formulation of identity and is cast,
historiographically, in light of these accruing myths.
As a means whereby systemic Ottoman order was maintained in the Balkans, young boys were taken from their Christian homes, converted to Islam,
and sent elsewhere in the empire to serve as a member of this elite group. The
discourse2 on the subject remains strongly partisan: Ottoman scholars espouse
the view that, through membership in the Janissary corps, these boys gained
access to resources and prestige unavailable to them in their original (Chris-
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tian) villages. National (and nationalist) sentiment from the Slavic Balkans,
however, see the devshirme levy as superlatively tragic, an affront to both familial and religious integrity. In either case, however, the “janissary’s driving
force is a personal trauma, and precisely that of the intrusion of the ‘other’
into the ‘own’…which produces self-hate, a sort of stinging wasp that pushes
him on” (Ilieva “Janissary Vampires”).
What appears striking, then, in light of both interpretations is the action
of Galoushko who, in facing Ottoman devshirme collectors, opts to give up
his natural-born son before Manol, the son conferred upon him (by one also
other than Manol’s father). The chance for upward mobility scarcely holds
credence as an explanation for Galoushko’s action—and what father would
willingly part with his own son when another highly attractive option glaringly presents itself? Were the old valuation of pre-Manol lineage in effect,
Galoushko certainly would rather have given a foster-child who, in addition
to not bearing his name, did not bear any surname that would connect the
child to a specific past. Moreover, given the rampant fear of the highly symbolic possibility of a janissary son’s later return to murder his genetic father in
the boy’s former hometown, Galoushko had another compelling reason to offer a surrogate instead of the child of his flesh. What emerges in the narrative,
though, is a set of complex reasons for Galoushko’s actions that demonstrate
the ways in which Manol’s myth exerts its profound influence.
Like Granny Srebra who, although she has given birth to fourteen other
children, claims that, had she not interacted with Manol, she “would never
have known what love of a child is” (Donchev 141), Galoushko’s action reveals a different sort of affinity with his foster-son than his birth son. In particular, he demonstrates that the nature of this bond rests in its very lack of
specificity: that, nursed as he was by a hundred mothers, brother to a hundred
siblings, possessor of only his single name, Manol can be the child of a village and of an entire mountain range. Given this sense of connection, then,
it is clear that Galoushko’s act is not between good and evil—but between
the logic of one order and another. In the myth, Manol belongs to everyone
and no one; he is thus not precisely Galoushko’s to give. Even if it results in
a singular tragedy, Galoushko is only able to give his own son, Strahin (later
known as Karaibrahim). He can sever a part of his own lineage but, mandated
by it rather than in possession of it, he cannot destroy the new myth in which
he is a pivotal participant.
betraying sons: Momchil
From his very introduction in the novel, Momchil poses a subtle contrast
to his father, Manol. Momchil, “pale with fury” (Donchev 21), objects when
Manol orders him to slaughter a goat even though, eventually, he follows his
father’s instructions. The way in which difference between father and son
is established throughout the ensuing events also brings up the reason for
the actions that each pursues. Based largely on the circumstances of his life
and, in no small part, Goloushko’s uncharacteristic choice, Manol stands as
an established legendary figure. Momchil, on the other hand, possesses the
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hitherto unrealized capacity for legendary status. Only through being given
up—rejected by his own father—can Momchil, too, exist in mythic proportions of his own.
The events surrounding Manol’s marriage to Elitsa result in exactly this
type of cataclysmic break between father and son. Although Momchil and
Elitsa have tacitly promised themselves to each other (Donchev 162), Manol’s
presence interrupts this romantic unfolding. In the starkest of terms, Manol
seizes that which belongs to his son and, additionally, which Manol recognizes as belonging to Momchil. The fact that Manol’s action raises no objection derives wholly from his legacy. When even Elitsa, torn between father
and son, chooses the father, she offers as her final justification the widely
espoused view that there “is only one Manol in all the mountains” (Donchev
163). Momchil grieves his loss silently, turning his pain inward and, thus,
seems to accept his father’s special status and the apparent license it gives
Manol to act in ways that contradict both logic and consideration.
Manol explains his actions using a set of differences between himself
and his son. The prominent one contrasts his own singularity with Momchil’s
apparent multiplicity. Manol claims he has “not the strength to pull up [his]
roots and set out for somewhere...Momchil is like a stag—there will always be
a forest and a meadow for Momchil” (Donchev 166). Although his rationale
is one which wounds and rejects his son, Manol uses this technique to create
some of the preconditions under which a new myth can spring up. This myth
of Momchil remains ambiguous and incomplete until the end of the novel, but
its formative event occurs on the night of Manol’s wedding, when Momchil is
posted as a guard along the path to the gathering.
When Momchil leaves his post, he does so because he cannot bear to
hear the sounds of the wedding (Donchev 179). This action, however, results
in Manol’s complete break with his son—and Momchil’s incurring the scorn
of the villagers. If Manol’s was the initial rejection, Momchil, in acting in
response to this, completes the trajectory of separation and individuation.
In the “one night [when] Manol was left without a wife and without his two
sons” (Donchev 175), his elder son, having abandoned one path, starts down
another.
The myth of Momchil derives elements from the one embodied by Manol. Even through his father’s rejection, Momchil receives much of his identity from a relation to his father. Initially, his ability is strongly compared to
and undermined by that of Manol, whose heroic legacy (of lifting immovable
stones, among other feats of strength and daring) initially highlights only the
fact that Momchil is not his father. During the moment of his condemnation,
the villagers respond to Momchil by means of an ironic respect for a father
who has cast his own son away from himself: “no one picked up a stone to
strike [Momchil], although their feet stood on stones. Momchil was the son of
Manol” (Donchev 216). That Momchil is of Manol’s lineage overwhelms the
fact that he has been severed from the mythic legacy of Manol. The endurance of this genealogical thread is, then, that which gives rise to Momchil’s
ultimate establishment as the conduit of a new myth.
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In having been banished from his father, Momchil takes up the life of an
outlaw who, nevertheless, is respected largely through his having been (and
continuing to be, actions notwithstanding) related genetically to Manol. In
doing so, he appropriates in large part the relatively unknown legacy of Karamanol, to which he is not, actually, related. Momchil roams, coming down
into the village at intervals, gradually becoming the most feared adversary
to the Ottomans, who credit him with every incidence of rebel opposition.
In a parallel construction, Momchil exists as an increasingly heroic figure
to the Bulgarians, even as they do not wholly forgive him. When Momchil
reappears for the purpose of descending into the Black Pit, his transformation is complete. The villagers, speaking with great awe the words “to such a
father—such a son” (Donchev 288), acknowledge the true nature of Momchil
as a hero in his own right.
The logic that governs this new Momchil myth is that which correlates
with the characteristic difference that was established between Manol and
Momchil early on: that of Manol’s singularity and Momchil’s multiplicity.
Here, in Momchil’s failed attempt to rescue Galoushko and Sherko from the
pit, we see its more robust articulation. While Manol’s is that of implied (but
not always physically witnessed) greatness, Momchil’s legacy is that which
demarcates the possible from the impossible. Thus, he serves as a link between
the genealogical and the mythic. Momchil was born in a specific manner and
grew up in such a way. Yet, in addition to having been rendered, through this
fact, a truly human character, Momchil is also endowed with the potential for
superhumanity through his genealogy. His eventual grasp of such a legacy is,
oddly, an instance of his own limitation in the face of a heroic attempt. Had
Momchil, “got down [into the Black Hole, the villagers] would have known
that it was possible to go down. What daring is it to do something that can
be done?” (Donchev 288). If Manol was revered for carrying out wondrous
actions, Momchil’s greatness derives from his having not done so. When he
bemoans the fact that he “did not get down into the Hole and…killed no
Turk” (Donchev 340), he is immediately silenced by an old man who bows to
Momchil for attempting the impossible. It is not only this elder, though, but
rather an entire company of witnesses who both observe and, in fact, bestow
on Momchil a legacy of fullest proportion.
In this way, the stirrings of Momchil’s myth can be traced to its beginnings, as he tries and fails to lift a stone Manol deftly moved some time before.
When Elitsa, consequently, says to Momchil, “since you were not able to raise
the stone, no one knows whether you will be able to have sons as handsome
as your father’s” (Donchev 164), we can now attribute this to a central tenet
of the myth itself: that of possibility rather than certainty. Likewise, when
Momchil speaks the very words spoken earlier by Manol, he reiterates the
genealogical link while emphasizing a viable alternative “in his own voice.
And for the first time it seemed…that he had reached his father’s stature”
(Donchev 343). In doing so, Momchil does not become Manol, nor does he
imitate him. If he, as posited by the witness Pop Aligorko, seems to surpass
his father (Donchev 343), it is because, having been rejected by his father, he
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has striven for the impossible task: of being his equal. In making the attempt
and in failing to achieve in identicality the actions of his father, Momchil has
succeeded in forging a myth worthy of standing alongside it.
abandoning sons: Manol
Through his own death, Momchil, in a sense, gives up his own unborn
son. That the Venetian takes the pregnant Elitsa as his wife also means that
her child will be, like his grandfather, raised by a foster-father. In a sequence
strongly evocative of his namesake, the infant Manol’s prenatal abandonment
by his father is later followed by his mother, Elitsa’s, death. Not only is the
orphaning another type of being given up by parents, but it also places Momchil’s son in a position such that, from the moment of his birth (and, arguably,
stretching back to his conception), the child is endowed with the mythic status of both his father (Momchil) and grandfather (Manol). He is Manol’s by
virtue of their experiential similarity—and Momchil’s on account of the yet
undetermined nature of his mythic contribution. The different strains of myth
have, in this third son, come into contact. Thus, when Elitsa “hope[s] that the
child will be like Momchil” and the Venetian holds that “it would be like its
grandfather—like Manol” (Donchev 356), they acknowledge both his heroic
lineage and his uniqueness. If, as it is claimed, fate “broke the mould so that
no other like him should be born. And perhaps fate wanted a hundred mothers to nurse him, too” (Donchev 357), then the new baby will stem from both
Manol’s genetic and his mythic line. The notable feature of the new Manol’s
beginnings, and one which potentially sets the course for the child’s legacy,
rest in the role of the Venetian who cares for the child and then, completing
the cycle of myth, not only gives up the baby, but also disappears. The return of the newborn Manol to the community, vis-à-vis the Venetian’s choice,
completes one outlined circle—but also allows for the possibility of another’s
being traced.
keeping the daughter, waiting for the fruit
The story does not end, however, with the birth of Manol’s grandchild.
That mythic line continues, but parallel to it and posing a contrast rife with
consequence is the birth of a new child: Sevda’s daughter. With its final pages,
the novel points towards an entirely different system that defies the tradition
of lineage, with its grounding in the past, in favor of one springs towards the
future. When Sevda refuses to reveal the father of her daughter (Donchev
369), although the choice seems clear (given that, if she identifies Goran instead of Karaibrahim, her daughter will be given life instead of death), she
claims that this results from a sheer lack of knowledge on her own part. However, in doing so, she raises the vital issue concerning that which is able to
challenge genealogy in a legitimate manner. In Manol, we have seen a case of
wholly unknown background mythically transformed such that the emptiness
(of a particular mother and father) becomes absolute fullness (the hundreds of
mothers and brothers). Momchil, whose parentage was known, responds with
the creation of a myth that both addresses and confounds specificity, empha-
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sizing possibility and the attempt above a heroic result. The second Manol,
tracing his line with even further certainty than his father, is, nonetheless
returned to the collective. Though his own myth remains unlived, one thing
about it is sure: its path will be circular, traced with a thickness of threads
wound of grandfather Manol, Momchil, and neither of the two—but a circle,
nonetheless.
Sevda’s daughter’s origin, however, bears neither this level of circumscription nor is it as wholly unknown as her mother would suggest: the child’s
father is, in truth, one of two brothers. Consequently, Sevda’s refusal to answer Granny Srebra’s ultimatum is, indeed, an act which addresses the fundamental issue at the core of the conflict: that neither lineage nor the myth that
is created when lineage broken is entirely capable of determining the course
of an individual’s life. A person is revealed over time, rather than determined
either before birth or in an interpretation of his life’s early events. Ostensible
qualities can and do change. Thus, the incredible moment at which Granny
Srebra intones the words
“Let this man, of whom we do not know whether he has done well or ill,
become the father of this child of whom we do not know whether she is
the child of good, or of evil. Let those who remain alive see by the child’s
deeds, whether it is good or bad” (Donchev 370)

is also an opening into a new type of existence—both for Sevda’s child, given
to the former priest, and for those witnessing the event. The child is bestowed
upon another. However, this act is no longer necessary, given that individual
instead of mythic action has shifted to the forefront. Nothing is concluded before a complete unfolding of events. Rather than on an old assumption that a
transplanted tree can bear no fruit, a new one has emerged which hinges upon
the possibility that an identity both exposed to and moved by the vicissitudes
of its being lived may take root and, indeed, flower.

Notes:
Bogert, R. 1991. Paradigm of defeat or victory? The Kosovo myth vs. the Kosovo
covenant in fiction. In Kosovo. Legacy of a Medieval Battle (eds) W.S. Vucinich and T.
A. Emmert, 173-188. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota.
1

For thorough discussion of the intricate workings of the Janissary corps, as motivated institution, with much attention paid to the experiential details of the members
themselves, see: Goodwin, Godfrey. The Janissaries. 2006. London: Saqi Books.
2
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OSOBNOST MOGA TATE
Caitlin Casey
Često moj tata kaže kako on ima prirodu A klase i mislim da je
u pravu. On nastoji da sve uradi besprijekorno. Naprimjer, nedjeljom
ujutro on čisti kupaonicu, kuhinju, pere podove i sl. Ako se probudiš u
šest sati možeš ga čuti vani kako pere prozore i tepihe. Ja bih spavala,
ali me probudi njegova galama. Imamo klavir, i on ga svira glasno ili
sluša klasičnu glazbu. Kada moja majka stavi nešto na stol, moj tata
to makne. On je opsednut s usisavačem. Ali on nije materijalist kao
Bojan. Možda on podseća malo na kućanicu, ali mislim da je dobro što
se on tako brine o svojoj kući.
Mislim da se tatina priroda odražava na njegovom poslu. On je
vrlo marljiv i puno radi. Nikada ne ide na odmor, osim kad idemo na
veliki odmor (na primjer u Hrvatsku ili u Irsku). Znam da je vrlo naporno biti odvjetnik, pa mu dajem priznanje za to. Katkad poslije posla dođe kući malo razdražljiv. Tada ode u dnevnu sobu, sjedne, i čita
„The Wall Street Journal“. Tako se on smiri. Moja majka poludi jer
tata ne razgovora s njom dok večera. Ali on razgovora kada zaviršimo
večeru. Samo treba malo vremena.
Konačno, mislim da sam pomalo slična mom tati. Sviđa mi se
imati naviku i rutinu. To mi također pomaže smirenosti. Na primjer,
svaki dan idem na kavu. Mislim da je to moje vrijeme kada razmišljam
o danu i što moram uraditi. Kao i moj tata, dobro sam organizirana.
Također kao moj tata, katkad sam malo razdražljiva. Ali poslije popijem kavu ili nešto pojedem, te se osjećam bolje.
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MY FATHER’S PERSONALITY
Caitlin Casey
My father often says that he has a “type A personality,” and I
think that he’s right. He tries to perfect everything. For example, on
Sunday mornings he cleans the bathroom, kitchen, washes the floors
and so forth. If you wake up at six, you can hear him outside washing
windows and rugs. I want to sleep, but the noise wakes me up. We
have a piano, and he plays it loudly or listens to classical music. When
my mother puts something on the table, my father rearranges it. He’s
obsessed with cleanliness. But he’s not a materialist like Bojan. Maybe
he’s something of a homemaker, but I think it’s good that he cares
about his own house like that.
I think that my father’s personality is reflected in his work. He is
very dilligent, and he works all the time. He never goes on vacation,
except when we go on our big vacation (for example, to Croatia or
Ireland). I know it’s very hard to be a lawyer, and I give him a lot of
credit for that. Sometimes after work he comes home a little irritable.
Then he goes into the living room, sits down, and reads the Wall Street
Journal. That’s how he calms down. My mother gets upset when he
doesn’t talk with her at dinner. But he talks after we’re finished eating. He only needs a little time to himself.
In conclusion, I think I resemble my father somewhat. I like to
have my daily routine and habits. This also helps me to be calm. For
example, every day I go to coffee. I think that that’s my time to think
about the day and what I have to do. Like my father, I’m well-organized. Also like my father, sometimes I’m a little irritable. But after I
drink my coffee and have something to eat, I feel better.
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PLAKALA
Tanja Crk
Jednog dana se rodilo stvorenje u korjenu velike i snažne biljke
kraj potoka u dobokoj šumi. Zvala se Plakala. Pošto se nije rodila u
zemlji kao njena braća nego u potoku postala je morsko djete. Putovala
je s ribama do okeana i natrag, na velikom i toplom Sjevernom atlanskom mlazu i natrag doma u sigurne vode njenog potoka. Putovali su
po cijelom svijetu ali bi ih nagon uvijek vratio kući.
Ali jedan put taj nagon je bio snažniji no ikad. Tjerao ju je kući
s tolikom snagom da je uspjela da se odvoji od riba i dopliva kući pre
rano. Zima je vladala kraj potoka i bilo je strašno hladno. Neznajući
cilj njenih koraka je ipak instinktivno znala da mora biti tu na ovom
mjestu i nigdje drugdje. Ronila je do samog dna potoka i na dnu je nasla veliku kolekciju dragocjenih perli. Ali to nisu bile obične perle nastale od zrna pjeska u tjelu bisernice. Ne, to su bile čarobne perle što su
padale u vodu s neba. Ali Plakala se nije upoznala s tom čarolijom sve
dok nije pojela jednu od njih. Metnula je jednu perlu u usta i progutala
ju je. Za trenutak se osjecala slabo i čudno. Onesvjestila se i potonula
je do dna potoka u same perlice.
Kad se probudila par mjeseci poslije ležala je kraj potoka, ali više
nije bila morsko dijete. Dok je spavala izrasla je u prekrasnu visoku elegantnu mladu ženu. Na sebi je nosila dugačku lapršavu bijelu svilenu
haljinu koja je čak i na laganom vjetru lapršala oko nje kao što se nekad
morska trava kretala nakon njeznog dodira. Probudila se od zvuka potoka, od udara te stalne mirne vode po kamenju kraj obale. Gledajuci
oko sebe u gustoj sumaglici je samo primjetila nejednako blistanje
sunčanih zraka na valovima i široka debela stabla drveća u daljini. Osjetila je navlaženu mahovinu ispod njenog tjela i ustala je da pogleda
šumu prvi put. Dok je gledala u nebo vidjela je da se magla mjenja u
oblik nečega nepoznatoga. Buljila je u taj dio neba gdje se najednom
magla pretvorila u jato crnih gavrana. Polako su leteli do nje i kad su
prešli iznad nje su šapnuli u groznom zastrasujućem glasu ‘Dođi devojko, dođi, što čekas?’ I kao naivno djete, Plakala ih je pratila.
Gavrani su je vodili duboko u šumu sve do carstva Gospodara Batina, jednog zloćudnog kralja šume. Plakala nije znala da je njena sudbina od rođenja bila da se uda za Batinovog sina Groznog, najmlađeg
sina od dvanaest sinova plemićkog roda. Čim je napravila korak u
carstvo, postala je zarobljenik Gospodarove volje i vise nije imala svoju
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slobodu. Da je to znala ranije, ne bi pratila te grozne gavrane. Na ulazu
su je oteli graničari i odveli u dvor. Čim ju je video, Gospodar Batin
je znao da je to Plakala i da je ona namijenjena Groznom. Bez milosti
Batin je sudio Plakali. Rekao joj je da se mora udati za Groznog taj dan
i da će jedino biti slobodna ako mu rodi muško djete da vlada carevinom. Jedanaest žena prije nje, za jedanaest sinova, rađale su samo
kćeri i ona je ostala jedina nada caru da bi mogla roditi sina. Ali Plakala
nije znala ništa osim tuge. Probala je pobjeći prije i poslije vjenjčanja
ali nije mogla jer je Batin bio moćan i lukav. Napokon kad su najljepše
godine njene mladosti prošle, kad je vec rodila trideset kćeri Groznom
a niti jednog sina, Plakala je pokušala da se ubije. Očajna i usamljena
nije znala što bi drugo činila. Grozni je bio zao i umjesto da je tješi
on ju je silovao. I tako je napokon dobila sina --- strašnog u izgledu
i naravi baš kao i njegov otac. Ali to nije više bilo važno jer se time
dobila slobodu.
Čim se sin rodio Plakala je pobjegla iz carstva. Daleko je putovala
da bi dosla do poznatog potoka. Prvo je plakal jer je tamo sve i počelo.
Klekla je kraj potoka i plakala je kao kiša u jeseni. Njene suze na dodir vode su se pretvarale u sjajne dragocjene perlice i zbog težine su
tonule na dno potoka. ‘Ah, kako padaju s neba te čarobne perlice iz
mog djetinstva’ pomisli Plakala. Onda je iscrpljena od tuge legla i umrla na vlažnoj mahovini kraj potoka i prva zimska pahuljica se otopila
na njenom obrazu.
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SHE WHO CRIES
Tanja Crk
Once upon a time a creature was born in the root of a big, robust
plant next to a brook in the deep forests. She was called Plakala. Because she was not born on the earth like her brothers, but rather in
the stream, she became a child of the sea. She traveled with the fish to
the ocean and back, on the great, warm Northern Atlantic current and
back home into the safe waters of her brook. They traveled throughout
the world but their instincts would always bring them home.
But one time the instinct became stronger than ever. It forced her
back home with such a power that she managed to part from the other
fish and swim back home much earlier. It was the winter, by the brook,
and it was very cold. Without controlling the steps led by her instinct,
she knew that she had to be at that place and nowhere else. She dived
into the very bottom of the brook, where she found a huge collection
of precious pearls. Those pearls, however, were not the ordinary pearls
made from a piece of sand in the body of an oyster. No, those were
magic pearls that would fall into the water from the sky. Plakala, however, did not recognize this magic until she ate one of them. She put
the pearl in her mouth and swallowed it. For a moment, she felt lightheaded and strange. She lost consciousness and sank to the bottom of
the stream, right there among the pearls.
When she woke up a few months later, she was lying there by the
brook, but she was not any more the child of the sea. While she was
asleep, she had grown into a beautiful, elegant young woman. She wore
a long, flowing, white silk dress that floated in the wind around her,
like the way the seaweed used to move about her after her touch. She
woke up with the sound of the brook, to the waters splashing on the
rocks by the bank. Looking around herself in the mist, she noticed the
uneven shine of the sun’s rays on the waves and the thick, fat trunks
of trees in the distance. She felt the wet moss under her body and she
got up and saw the woods for the first time. While she was looking at
the sky, she saw that the fog changed into a flock of black ravens. They
were flying toward her, and while they flew over her they whispered in
frightening voices, “Come, young woman, come, what are you waiting
for?” And like a naive child, Plakala followed them.
The ravens took her deep in the forest, all the way to the kingdom
of Master Batin, an evil king of the forest. Plakala did not know that
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her destiny since her birth was to marry Prince Grozni, the youngest of
twelve sons of a noble heritage. As soon as she set foot in the kingdom,
she became the prisoner of the Master’s will and she lost her freedom.
If she had known this earlier, she would never have followed the
evil ravens. At the entrance, she was captured by the guards, who
took her into the court. As soon as he saw her, Master Batin knew that
Plakala was the woman intended for Grozni. Without mercy, Batin ordered commanded Plakala. He told her that she had to marry Grozni on
that very day, and that she would be free again only if she would bear
him a son to rule the kingdom. Eleven women before her were meant
each for one son, and they had only given birth to daughters. But she
was the only one who could still bear a son. But Plakala was only sad
to hear this news. She tried to escape before and after the wedding, but
to no avail, for Bakin was both strong and cunning. Finally, when the
best years of her early youth had passed, when she already had given
birth to thirty daughters with Grozni and not a single son, Plakala tried
to kill herself. Desperate and lonely, she didn’t know what else to do.
Grozni was terrible and instead of comforting her, he raped her. And
with that, she finally had a son, a son resembling his father both in
his appearance and his character. But that wasn’t important any more,
because this deed gave to her her freedom.
As soon as the son was born, Plakala fled the kingdom. She traveled far away to come to her familiar brook. First she cried, because it
had been the place where everything had started. She kneeled down
by the brook and wept like the rain when it pours in the fall. Her tears
touched the water and turned into shiny, precious pearls that fell to
the bottom of the stream with their weight. “Ah, how those enchanted
pearls of my childhood fall from the sky!” thought Plakala, just before, exhausted from her lamenting, she lay down and died on the wet
moss by the brook, as the first winter snowflake fell and melted on her
cheek.
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The Extrication of Feeling
Elizabeth Godfrey
In Snow, by Orhan Pamuk, and The General of the Dead Army, by Ismail
Kadare, the protagonists do not identify directly their emotion; instead, they
deposit feeling in the organic substance that surrounds them. By extricating
their feelings and investing them in matter that they can never possess, they
remove themselves from their emotion, and release their feelings so that they
become as intangible as nature. In doing so, the authors allow their readers
to experience the pain and pleasure of their protagonists uniquely, facilitating
the connection between reader and the emotion of the protagonist. While the
defense mechanism of psychological projection has been widely addressed
since its introduction by Sigmund Freud, the phenomenon of depositing emotion so that it can be extricated rather than confronted has received little attention. The internal division of the unconscious self and the conscious self,
which factors into both emotional projection and these protagonists’ distinct
methods of emotional separation, must be considered in order to understand
the process of expelling emotion. The protagonists in these novels cannot carry the weight of their emotion alone, and so they store feeling in places they
can leave it, be rid of it, thereby liberating themselves of their weaknesses,
and eternally validating their emotion.
In Snow, Ka releases his emotion unto the surrounding snow, and uses
the snow to qualify exactly how it is he feels as a stranger in Kars. Ka comes
to Kars alone, where he finds himself even more isolated because he has no
direct experience, and he is told that he cannot identify with the suicidal tragedies in the city. In this alien position, Ka reaches towards the most prominent
familiarity: snow. As a child, Ka learned to appreciate snow for its beauty
and its comfort, and as an adult, Ka uses this same feeling of comfort to
identify his emotions through snow: “But it no longer took him back to the
white covered streets of his childhood … no longer was he returned to a place
where he could enjoy the middle-class life he missed too much to even visit
in his dreams. Instead, the snow spoke to him of hopelessness and misery,”
(Pamuk, 9). The transformation of the significance of snow in Ka’s life is
evident: whereas snow was once associated with childhood and innocence,
here it holds a much darker meaning. By investing feeling, memory, and associations in the snow, Ka, when faced with this organic substance, indirectly
experiences his emotion at the time of the snow’s occurrence, and his emotion
in relation to how he used to experience snow.
This reconciliation of a past version of himself and the present version
is, however, not direct; Ka does not look at himself as an individual full of
vulnerabilities and vices. Instead, he associates feeling with the snow, stores
vulnerabilities and vices in the snow, and can then see his emotion from a
detached, objective perspective: “What am I doing in this world? Ka asked
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himself. How miserable these snowflakes look from this perspective, how miserable my life is,” (Pamuk, 86). Because Ka has stored so much of himself in
this organic matter, he sees himself through it: the snow looks miserable, and
then he recognizes that his life looks miserable. And yet, by first recognizing
the state of the snow, he immediately removes his emotion as his own, deposits it in the snow, and only then is it safe to return to himself. Ka views his
emotion as an expression of the snow, available through the catalyst of snow,
thereby separating himself, the origin of his feeling, from the emotion that he
is indirectly identifying.
This connection to the natural world provides safety in the immediate
sense to Ka, and also eternally; through depositing his emotion into nature,
Ka allows his feeling to become immortal. This relationship with nature is not
unique to Ka; Ewald Hering, a German physiologist, observed a ubiquitous
unconscious identification with nature: “In Hering’s final sentence, he promised that an experience comfort to identify his emotions through snow: “But
it no longer took him back to the white covered streets of his childhood …
no longer was he returned to a place where he could enjoy the middle-class
life he missed too much to even visit in his dreams. Instead, the snow spoke
to him of hopelessness and misery,” (Pamuk, 9). The transformation of the
significance of snow in Ka’s life is evident: whereas snow was once associated with childhood and innocence, here it holds a much darker meaning. By
investing feeling, memory, and associations in the snow, Ka, when faced with
this organic substance, indirectly experiences his emotion at the time of the
snow’s occurrence, and his emotion in relation to how he used to experience
snow.
This reconciliation of a past version of himself and the present version
is, however, not direct; Ka does not look at himself as an individual full of
vulnerabilities and vices. Instead, he associates feeling with the snow, stores
vulnerabilities and vices in the snow, and can then see his emotion from a
detached, objective perspective: “What am I doing in this world? Ka asked
himself. How miserable these snowflakes look from this perspective, how miserable my life is,” (Pamuk, 86). Because Ka has stored so much of himself in
this organic matter, he sees himself through it: the snow looks miserable, and
then he recognizes that his life looks miserable. And yet, by first recognizing
the state of the snow, he immediately removes his emotion as his own, deposits it in the snow, and only then is it safe to return to himself. Ka views his
emotion as an expression of the snow, available through the catalyst of snow,
thereby separating himself, the origin of his feeling, from the emotion that he
is indirectly identifying.
This connection to the natural world provides safety in the immediate
sense to Ka, and also eternally; through depositing his emotion into nature,
Ka allows his feeling to become immortal. This relationship with nature is not
unique to Ka; Ewald Hering, a German physiologist, observed a ubiquitous
unconscious identification with nature: “In Hering’s final sentence, he promised that an experience recorded in organic memory would achieve eternal
life: ‘Man’s conscious memory comes to an end at death, but the unconscious
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memory of Nature is true and eradicable: whoever succeeds in stamping upon
her the impress of his work, she will remember to the end of time,’” (Otis, 26).
Although Ka does not impress his work per se in nature, he transfers his vulnerability unto her, thereby preventing the invalidation of his feeling by storing it in something organic, something eternal. This deposit of emotion allows
Ka to unconsciously experience himself while amidst snow, solidifying his unconscious connection to nature, and affording him the comfort of the organic
world. As Hering states, nature will remember those who invest themselves in
her, and so nature becomes a companion to those who have unconscious connections to the organic. Ka invests in the natural world so that he can transfer
his most fragile self unto an equally fragile entity, but one that is eternally
recurrent, thereby transferring his feeling from mortal to immortal, so that his
unconscious can prevail even when his conscious self ceases to be.
In The General of the Dead Army, the General stores emotion in the bones
of Italian soldiers, material objects with which he can have defined relations.
Part of the General’s reasoning behind going to Albania is a desire to reclaim
the bones of his countrymen, however he also needs to validate himself in
his position as general. Even though he was not officially responsible for the
men whose bones he is collecting, he still assumes responsibility, not only for
returning their remains safely to Italy, but also for substantiating the duties
they performed, and the role they served in Albania before their deaths. The
General, however, carries out these tasks with a sense of shame, because even
though he was not their general of command, it was men in his occupation,
of his country, designated to guide and protect these soldiers. In Albania, the
General literally picks up their failure: “The general was recalling a similar
recurrent dream of his own. He was old and had been made curator of a
military cemetery back in his own country, the very cemetery in which all
remains he had brought back from Albania were now found … there were
thousands of people walking to and fro along the paths between graves, all
carrying telegrams in their hands and looking for the graves of their kinsfolk.
But none of them seemed to be able to find the grave they were looking for …
and he was filled with an icy terror,” (Kadare, 59). The General is terrified of
failing these men again, and in turn failing himself. Yet he is in a vulnerable
position because it is now the soldiers’ turn to lead him, making it okay to
extricate his weakness unto the bones of these men, bones that already carry
fear and loss.
The connection the General has to these bones can be described by the
Freudian philosophy of group mentality, but with the role of leader reversed.
In his capacity as general, the General is designated to lead soldiers such as
the ones whose bones he is now collecting. If generals do in fact in earn the
respect and trust of the men beneath them, then the coherence of the groups
they lead can result in intimate connections between the soldiers and their
general, a dynamic that Freud psychologizes: “Freud (1921) described the
primitive, emotionally driven, unreflective behavior of mobs, and explained
the sense of immediate intimacy their members experienced as derived from
the projection of their ego ideal onto their leader, and from their identifica-
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tion with him as well as each other. Projecting the ego ideal onto the leader
eliminates individual moral constraints … As a result, primitive, ordinary unconscious needs take over,” (Blum et al, 384). Freud describes the relationship between the individual and the leader, specifically the projection of an
idealized self onto the leader, allowing the individual to assume a vulnerable,
submissive position. This transference of control then results in the surfacing
of raw, unconscious needs in the individual. In the General’s role of surfacing
the bones of these soldiers, he relinquishes his position as leader. Instead, the
bones are leading him around Albania, and so it is now his turn not to project,
but to invest part of himself in them. Just as in Freud’s mob projection meant
sacrificing individual control for the command of the leader, the General sacrifices his control, permitting the remains of the individual to lead him. As a
result, the General too has his unconscious needs exposed: the need to validate himself as a general who does justice to his soldiers. In order to justify
these soldiers, he must transfer some of his own pain and sorrow unto them,
so that he can connect with the remains of these Italian men on a most human
level, devoid of power-relation complications. In the process, the General lifts
the weight of his own anguish off himself, and stores it in the bones, thereby
allowing him to accept his need to be led by the very soldiers who were failed
by a previous Italian general.
While Ka and the General are similar in their need to expel emotion
and store it in organic matter, their methods and motives of doing so differ.
Ka releases his feeling into the surrounding snow in Kars, and once able to
identify his emotion outside of himself, Ka’s emotion becomes objectively
tangible while remaining subjectively abstract; he can identify indirectly with
his feeling, and subsequently compose poetry. The General, by contrast, must
employ his physical self in order to reach his emotional self, making use of
both his consciousness and unconsciousness in his expulsion of emotion. Yet
the General does not extricate his feeling so that he can objectively know it;
he extricates his feeling so that he can invest it in the remains of his deceased
soldiers, and therefore form a connection with the bones that will last beyond
his definite time allotted to be in possession of them. Ka and the General are
similar in that both of their methods of expulsion result in the immortality
of their feelings, for Ka’s emotion is stored in natural matter that will remain
pure of human contact, and the General’s emotion will be buried with the
bones of his compatriots. Psychological literature does not devote much attention to the very human tendency to deposit emotion in specific places
and material objects, however the phenomenon of projecting emotion, both
consciously and unconsciously, into individuals has been analyzed for nearly
a century. The protagonists in Snow and The General of the Dead Army do not
project their emotion, but rather they free themselves of it, so that they do not
have to confront feeling, or be confronted by feeling, but rather live liberated
of their vulnerabilities.
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EXERCISES DE STYLE
after Raymond Queneau
Jill Pokorney
U kočiji u Rusiji u oktobru za vreme velike gužve pored Zimske
palate. Jedan tip od dvadeset šest godina sa brkovima i bradom. Zvao
se Vladimir. Ljudi su silazili iz kočije. Pomenuti tip je viknuo na
svoga suseda. Žalio mu se da je njegov sused imao na kaputu amblem
carevine. Tipu se nije svidelo to što je sused bio pristalica cara. Glas
tipa je bio ljutit i jak. Kada je video jedno slobodno mesto u kočiji,
hitro se uputio ka njemu.
Dva sata kasnije sam ga sreo ponovo kod kapije Zimske palate.
On je bio u društvu nekog svog druga. Zvao se Leon. Ovaj novi drug
mu je kazao:
-- Ispustio si svoju crvenu knjigu.
Pokazao mu je gde na ulici i zašto.

In a coach in Russia, in October at the time of a big mess around
the Winter Palace. One guy, 26 years old, with a mustache and beard.
His name was Vladimir. People got out of the coach. The same guy
shouted at his neighbor, denouncing him for wearing the emblem of
the Czar -- he didn’t like that his neighbor supported the Czar. The
guy’s voice was mad and loud. When he saw a free space in the carriage, he steered in its direction.
Two hours later I ran into him at the gate of the Winter Palace.
He was accompanied by one of his friends, a guy named Leon. This
new companion said to him:
—You dropped your red book.
He told him where on the street and why.
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ODNOS PREMA SPOLU
Tristan Bordon
Ljudi su uvijek imali pojmove i jake predrasude o pristojnom
ponašanju žena i muškaraca. Ti su pojmovi proizašli kroz našu povijest, našu kulturu, našu ekoligiju, ali i kroz naš prirodni karakter.
Poslije puno vremena, pojmovi su se pretvorili u vjersko načelo. Sve je
bilo ispremještano, to tradicija, to vjera, te prirodnost i društvo kojim
je muški rod oduvijek dominirao. Danas smo sretniji, jer sve više i više
primjećujemo kako su stare istine zapravo samo laž. Znamo da žene
nisu bile toliko uspješne u prošlosti zato što se nisu imale prilike istaknuti. Znamo da žene nisu bespomoćne bez muškaraca, i da su jednako
sposobne kao i muškarci. Zbog ovakvih novih načina razmišljanja,
nije iznenađujuće da ljudi sa sumnjom slušaju kad netko misli kako
nisu svi pojmovi iz prošlosti besmisleni. Boje se da će ljudi krivo
protumačiti činjenice i reći kako su žene drugorazredni ljudi za razliku
od muškaraca. Međutim još uvijek se tako ponašamo, bez razloga i bez
obzira na povijest.
Znamo da žene nisu gore od muškaraca, ali znamo kako istovremeno nisu ni iste. Na primjer znanstvenik Larry Cahill, sveučilišni
profesor biologije pri sveučlištu u Kaliforniji „Irvine,“ je dvije tisuće
prve godine otkrio kako mozak žena i muškaraca, iako imaju istu
strukturu, ne rade na isti način. Zašto to spominjem? Jer danas čujem
uvijek jedno te isto, i od strane muškaraca i od strane žena, da je drugi
spol blesaviji. Ne možemo se složiti, zato kao neuki ljudi iz petnaestog
stoljeća, smatramo drugu stranu krivom za sve. Ima još obrazloženja
zbog kojih ne radimo zajedno najbolje što bismo mogli. Zašto nismo,
poslije mnogo stoljeća gluposti i predrasuda o spolovima, uspjeli naći
bolje obrazloženje nego „glupi su.”
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS GENDER
Tristan Bordon
People have always had notions and strong prejudices about proper behavior for women and men. These notions developed through
our history, our culture, and our environment, as well as through our
biological character. After a long time, the notions transformed into a
dogma. Every thing was entangled: tradition and faith, nature and a
society in which males always predominated. Today we are happier,
as we notice more and more how the old beliefs are actually false. We
know that women were not as successful in the past because they did
not have a chance to fully engage themselves. We know that women
are not helpless without men, and that they are equally capable to
men. Due to these new ways of thinking, it is not surprising that people
listen suspciously when someone believes that not all notions from the
past are meaningless. They are afraid that the people will misinterpret
facts and say that women are second class people in relation to men.
However, we still act like that, without reason and without respect to
history.
We know that women are not lesser than men, but we also know
the two are not one and the same. For example, the scientist Larry
Cahill, a professor of biology at University of California -- Irvine, discovered in 2001 that although the brains of men and women have the
same structure, they do not function in the same way.Why do I mention this? Because today I always hear, one and the same, from both
men and women, that the other gender is more foolish. We cannot
agree, and so, like the peasants of the fifteenth century, we blame the
other side for everything. There are other reasons for which we do not
cooperate as well as we could. Why have not we, after many centuries
of stupidity and sexism, managed to find better reasoning than “they
are stupid?”
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Response to Memed My Hawk by Yashar Kemal
Question: How and why do I, as a foreigner to Kemal’s world,
connect so strongly with the tale of Memed, My Hawk
and the characters therein?
Maximillian Alvarez
The physical atmosphere that Yashar Kemal brings to life in Memed, My
Hawk is one to which I am completely foreign. Replete with dense forests,
rivers, endless fields, treacherous mountains, shorelines, and steaming swamp
lands, the world of Southern Anatolia around the Taurus Mountains is, in
fact, one completely particular and secluded from the rest of the world. Apart
from the physiognomy, the cultural environment in which Kemal’s story takes
place is even further from what I, as an outsider, am familiar with. Kemal’s
mastery as a storyteller shines through in his descriptions of his world in such
a way that it seems completely set apart from everything else, but also enticing to the reader as echoing something familiar with his own.
The hearth was line with fresh clay. The roof of the house was of earth too.
The ceiling was made of brushwood which, with years of soot, had become
a shiny black. The house was divided into two parts. The room beyond was
the stable. Through the door came a warm, damp smell of fresh cow dung,
of straw and newly cut branches (pg 10).

In this passage we see perfectly described the common surroundings in
which the people of Kemal’s world live. How is it that a person who knows
nothing of living in a place like the one described could possibly connect
with life in such settings? Regardless of the differences, both culturally and
physically, in Kemal’s descriptions we are still drawn to the characters by
some force that the author wields with his pen. What seem to resonate with
us are the common strands of humanity that connect these characters even
though they are completely set apart from us. It may seem like a laughable
notion, but a true one nonetheless, that we as people are separated not by a
knowledge of our differences but by an ignorance of our similarities. Because
a family of southern Turks lives in an environment that is different in every
way to that of say an American conception, it is often assumed that they, as
people, are as alien as that environment itself. However, we see in Kemal’s
writing that they are a loving family that feel the same emotions as we do an
are grounded in the same foundations of humanity as we are.
Not only as a reader, but as a human competent of all the common attributes particular to mankind, I feel a deep and personal connection with
the characters of Kemal’s story who, regardless of cultural differences, share
with me a common want for justice. As I have already said, the reasons for
my ultimate connection with Memed, My Hawk comes from some well of
humanity from which every man, however foreign he may be to another, is
born. Kemal says in his introduction that “an individual is a product of his
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particular circumstances.” Given the circumstances of which I am a product,
what could I possibly know about the life of a brigand on the Taurus Mountains or an oppressed villager in the Dikenli? Absolutely nothing. However,
such an understanding of “particular circumstances” is not necessary to comprehend the pain that Iraz feels when her son is murdered, or the sorrow in
Hatche’s heart when she is forced apart from the man she loves? Every animal
bleeds, and every human being can understand the concept of sorrow, suffering, and death. Likewise, the pain of the villagers under the oppressive rule of
Abdi Agha is one that I, and every man, can connect with. Is this connection,
though, simply born from a common understanding of pain and suffering? It
would seem that there are many different versions of Memed’s story; the one
with which I am most familiar would seem to be that of Robin Hood. The story
of Robin Hood, however, carries with it a moral value that seems to transcend
cultural boundaries. Kemal’s tale of Memed preaches a similar, if not the same
message of justice and equality for all for the sake of mankind’s happiness
and coexistence. Through ages, tales such as those of Memed and Robin Hood
have been passed down and spread, commonly assuming the identity of a
myth, a fairy tale, or a fantasy. Is there a difference between these types of
stories however? Why is it that we spread these stories that preach valuable
moral lessons and then distance them from our reality by deeming them as
“fairy tales?” Are we to take these stories merely as illusions in our imaginations that offer us a momentary recourse to forgetfulness; a chance to close
our eyes and dream of a world that is far away from ours and not subjected to
the suffering to which we, in this world, are constantly subjected?
It would seem logical that these stories we hear and tell, along with
their moral messages, would serve a greater inherent purpose than providing
us with fleeting moments of escape from our oppressive reality. Upon hearing
stories like those of Robin Hood or Memed when we are children, we internalize, consciously or not, the moral message that they carry. For what purpose
could this reaction serve other than to bring about a common practice molded
by such morality? The mere survival of these stories throughout the ages is
proof enough that the messages they preach are common to men regardless of
their historical or cultural backgrounds. Myths and legends gain their strength
from their promulgation by the people. Thus, since men have perpetuated
the existence of these legends, it is apparent that, more than a common bond
relating to the understanding of suffering, men are also connected by their
unified belief in the moral qualities of those legends.
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The Role of Cultural Boundaries in Modern Croatia
A paper excerpt
Miro Marcikić
...After the dissolution of Yugoslavia and the disappearance of the supra-national ideology of common Yugoslav identity, which was based on the
People’s Liberation War (Narodnooslobodilački rat), the cultural space of Croatia was left to be filled with old-new national traditions, ideologies and myths.
Povrzanović Frykman quotes Zlatar, who explains how two separate cultural
spheres evolved during the first ten years of Croatian independence. These
two spheres “have no contact and exclude each other” (141). Zlatar describes
them as follows:
One is contemporary and modern, it tries to reflect on the present and
take a critical stance toward it; it is open and hungry for communication,
measuring its achievement with its close and distant neighbors. That is a
culture of provocation, not affirmation… The other is ethnocentric and
neo-conservative, directed to the past and auto-referential. Such culture
is autistic and xenophobic, although creating a paradox, in the investigation of its own mythical origins it often calls upon its common roots with
Europe. The motto of that culture could be taken from one of the nationalist kitsch hits from the beginning of the nineties: Croatia from the seventh
century (141).

The former cultural sphere is, if not openly encouraging of the Balkan
elements within the Croatian cultural identity, then surely accepting of it. The
paradox of the latter sphere, in its relation to politics, can be found in the Balkan orientation of the Tuđman regime during the Homeland War in Croatia.
By this orientation are meant certain territorial pretensions of Croatian government
in the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina. On
the level of popular culture the Tuđman regime emphasized Croatia’s belonging to the
Western cultural circle, while the Balkan
elements were persistently undermined and
most often ignored. This was done through
the promotion of Western-like elements of
Croatian culture, such as the rich renaissance legacy of Dalmatia and the baroque
of Zagreb and Varaždin regions. The traditional existing festivities were revived,
such as the Dubrovnik Summer Festival
and Varaždin Baroque Evenings. However,
during great national holidays, such as the
Day of Victory and Homeland Thanksgiving
Day, the presence of picturesquely dressed
Croatian guslar Mile Krajina
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guslars next to the high political figures at popular gatherings was paradoxical.
To further illustrate the mentioned policies, I will further examine the
example of the “national instrument”. On the level of wide popular culture,
the tamburitza became the national instrument. All of this was done in order
to differentiate the Croatian European identity from the Bosnian and Serbian
Balkan identity. The guslar traditions of the southern inland regions of Croatia
and Herzegovina became viewed as a sign of Balkan backwardness, and the
accordion as a symbol of Serbian kitsch. These unnatural restrictive state policies in the realm of culture did not flourish without any opposition. Among
the loudest opponents of sanctification of the tamburitza were Croats from
Istria and Kvarner regions, whose national instrument is the Istrian long flute
with its characteristic sharp, piercing and nasal tone. It was difficult for the
regime to respond negatively to the dissatisfaction of the Istrians and Kvarnerians, since these regions of Croatia were as Western as possible at the time
and represented a cultural bridge with neighboring Italy and Slovenia…

Croatian North Hills Junior Tamburitzans from Pittsburgh
in picturesque Bunjevac Croatian costumes

Istrian long flute or “sopile”
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ГУСАРИ
Прича Тима Кристија
На гусарском броду за време велике гужве. Један гусар од
двадесет шест година, са пиштољем за опасачем. Гусари силазе.
Поменути тип виче на свога суседа. Пребацује му да овај гурне
гусарсевог папагаја. Његов глас је пискав и злобан. Он често
говори «Аарр».
Два сата касније сретнем га поново у бару. Сада је у друштву
неког мајмуна који му каже.
—Испала ти је дрвена нога. Показује му где на поду и зашто.
А мајмун каже «аарр».
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PIRATES
Tim Christy
On a pirate ship in a big crowd. One pirate, approximately 26
years old, with a belt and gun holster. The pirates are getting off the
boat. The aforementioned guy yells at his neighbor. He reprimands
him for still pushing his pirates’ parrot in the crowd. His voice is
screechy and mean. He often says, “Arrrr.”
Two hours later, I met him again in a bar. Now he is in the company of some monkey who tells to him,
—You dropped your wooden leg. He shows him where on the
floor and why. And the monkey says, “Arrr.”
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BADNJE VEČE
Ashley Montgomery
Badnje je veče. Moja porodica i ja večeramo. Za Badnje veče, mi
uvjek spremamo veliku večeru. Večeras jedemo šunku, salate, hleb,
boraniju, a odrasli piju crno vino. Božićno drvo se iskri u uglu sobe,
a božićne pesme se čuju u pozadini. Nema ničega da mi se ne sviđa o
Badnjoj večeri. Božić je uvek posebno vreme u godini.
Međutim, čini mi se da je ovaj Božić drugačiji od svih drugih.
Možda je to zbog činjenice da su moja baba i moj ded u gradu za
Božić. Poslednji put kad sam slavila Božić sa mojim roditeljima je bilo
u davnoj prošlosti. Tek smo večerali kad smo čuli veliku buku. Zvučalo
je kao da je nešto udarilo u krov.
„Kakva je to čudna buka? ” pita moja mama.
„Ne znam.” odgovori moj otac. „Ja ću videti.”
U tom momentu videli smo svetlost napolju. Gledamo jedan
drugog sa iznenađenjem. Idem do prozora i ne mogu da verujem prizoru. Vidim osam irvasa i jedne velike sanke. Zvona zvone i čuju se
sve slabije kako sanke odmiču ploveći nebom.
„Ashley, šta si videla?” Moja porodica me pita.
„Ja mislim da…da…je bio…Deda mraz!”
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CHRISTMAS EVE
Ashley Montgomery
It is Christmas Eve. My family and I eat dinner. On Christmas Eve,
we always eat a big dinner. Tonight we eat ham, salad, green beans,
and the adults drink red wine. The Christmas tree sparkles in the corner of the room, and Christmas music plays in the background. There is
nothing that I don’t like about Christmas Eve. Christmas is always the
most special time of the year.
However, it seems to me that this Christmas is more special than
any other. Maybe it was the fact that my grandma and grandpa are in
town for Christmas. The last time that I celebrated Christmas with my
grandparents was a long time ago. We had just finished eating dinner
when we heard a loud noise. It sounded as if something had hit the
roof.
“What was that loud noise?” asks my mom.
“I don’t know.” answers my dad. “I’ll go look.”
At that moment we saw a bright light outside. We look at one another in surprise. I go to the window and I can’t believe the sight. I see
eight reindeer and was one big sleigh. Bells ring and can be heard more
and more faintly as the sleigh sailed further off into the sky.
“Ashley, what did you see?” my family asks me.
“I think that….that…it was…Santa Claus!!”
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What is Kis Doing?:
Explanations from his critics and from the writer himself
Susannah Kalb

In his New York Times article “How It Feels To Cease To Be,” Charles
Newman gives insight into what he considers to be Danilo Kis’ greatest success:
Unlike much self-reflexive fiction, Kis’s writing contains not one iota of
coyness or overreaching. But for an audience that tends to read Central European fiction as simple-minded allegories of totalitarianism, and that has
been overexposed to the stale and feeble fiction of language games, I am
obliged to try to describe a project in which the most deadly serious subject
matter and the most playful estheticism are not opposed. This is an act of
‘’deconstruction’’ that not only really destroys one’s preconceptions, but
also adds up to something much greater than the fragments it leaves in its
wake. What Kis is at pains to delineate is the subtleties of mental processes
- the differences, for example, among memory as an abstract form, memory
experiencing itself and memory as expressed in language.1

Published the year following Kis’s death from cancer, this article is both
a critical glimpse of Kis’ novel Hourglass as well as a glimpse of the components that compose the legacy of his other works. This excerpt has interest
because it identifies an inherent dilemma that surrounds the field of Central European fiction: its inalienable relationship with totalitarianism in all
its forms. As Kis reveals in his treatment of the novel, totalitarianism is not
just manifest politically in the novel; furthermore, it extends beyond the geographical scope of Central or Slavic Europe. The particular monster which Kis
fights to put down has its influence in many realms touched by his writing,
whether literary form, ideology, conceptions of memory and truth, history,
nationalism, reductionism, or identification with personal experience (at its
greatest extreme—death). His style, substance, and structure correspond to
necessities he finds inadequately addressed in other literature and in common
discourse.
The project of this paper is to divorce Kis from his normative role as Central European writer with the intention of distilling a greater sense of the manner in which his work is executed. Furthermore, given this method, we wish
to see how he succeeds in the procurement, for his readers, of some level of
liberation from (or at least consciousness of) the trap of the totalitarian. As we
can gather from works such as Longinovic’s text Borderline Culture: The Politics
of Identity in Four Twentieth-Century Novels, efforts to construct a cogent, inclusive plan behind contemporary Slavic literature are certainly prevalent in the
community of literary criticism. However, this sort of “comparative literature
1
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approach” of clustering a literary community and observing its trends will not
be constructive in this case, especially given that this view is somewhat symptomatic of the reductionism which Kis find as a detriment to literature.
Taking on the question of Mitteleuropa, Kis discusses what he finds
problematic in ideological groupings/readings of the “role” of Central Europe. He begins his essay Variations on the theme of Central Europe in saying,
“Without well-defined frontiers, void of center or rather, counting several,
Central Europe resembles today more and more the dragon of Alca in the
second book of Anatole France’s Isle of Penguins: among those who affirmed
having seen it, none could say to what it bore a resemblance” (HP, p. 77). This
analogy illustrates a regional ambiguity whose “resolution” in reductive clustering seems a variation on his same criticism of any systemized ordering or
delineation of territory (geographic, political, literary, or otherwise). The will
to this totalistic extrapolation, to the assertion of patterns, ignores more localized distinctions and underlines resemblance, which is, as Kis comments, “the
exact inverse process of that followed by nationalists who ignore similarities
and underline differences” (HP, p. 79). This observation seems to capture the
dangers of reactionary thinking in reinforcing such a problematic assertion in
its invertedmanner.
In his essay On Nationalism2, Kis states that “nationalism is first and foremost paranoia” (APH, p. 336). The nationalist as paranoiac is very similar, as
we will see, to the hypermnesiac as paranoiac—the individual’s relationship
with his country is in close standing with the individual’s relationship with
memory. In fact, Kis finds that the culture of Central Europe appears in the
present as “a nostalgia for Europe” (HP, p. 80), a longing for return; and the
will to reinforce the legend of this culture, concludes Musil, is pure romanticism. It is for this reason that “the Central European writer finds himself before long already between two reductionist poles: ideological and nationalist”
(HP, p. 101). After its relegation to the background of European politics, a
longing for Europe, for the Europe from which they have been so long separated, is intrinsic in Central Europe. Perhaps, too, a reintroduction is needed.
A nationalist author is one “who declares that he writes about the people
and for the people” (APH, p. 338). In this instance, another difficulty of being
a Central European writer comes into the limelight: how can a writer whose
nationality is marginal in world culture write about his own culture? Kis compares this case to another: “Thanks to the long and solid Russian literary
tradition… a Russian writer is not, it must be said, in the same position as his
Central European homologue: his roots are known” (HP, p. 100). This quotation suggests that, for the Central European writer, there is the burden of explanation to bear. How can a Central European writer not act as a nationalist
and simultaneously embrace and engage his culture in a manner that does not
drive at his retreat into that nostalgia or nationalism? Quoting Valéry: “All
nations have reasons in the present, or past, or future for thinking themselves
incomparable. And for that matter, they are” (HP, p. 92).
The disposition of the nationalist tendency, as “a global attitude not
2
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only toward other nations but toward people in general, toward history and
society,” (APH, p. 338) is reflected heavily in the individual’s relationship
with memory, the personal bearer of history and society (whether experiential, related, or recorded). In her essay The Archive and the Uncanny: Danilo
Kis’ “Encyclopedia of the Dead” and the Fantasy of Hypermnesia,3 Julia Creet
discusses, using Kis’ Encyclopedia of the Dead as her base, the role of archives
as sites of memory. Discussing amateur genealogy and the way in which such
genealogists are outnumbering academic historians in archives and libraries,
Creet attributes this conception of archives as sites of memory rather than
historical fact to the relationship established between the genealogist and the
archive—the drive for “historical ‘hypermnesia,’ the fantasy of full memory”
(Creet, p. 267). If archives have become “institutionalized substitutes for the
loss of environments of memory” (Creet, p. 266), the research done by people
in search of their family line is, in a sense, of positivist motivation. In other
words, they are engaging this fantasy of full memory in an attempt to empirically amass as much information about the past as possible, in the wish to
know the “truth” about their origins. For Kis, this is not a helpful approach
towards history. Rather, this creates a situation in which “historical document
[acts] as a crossover artefact between truth and fantasy” (Creet, p. 266).
Creet makes note of an observation of Derrida—that the archive is created to replace spontaneous memory. Because the archive cannot record everything, it grasps what it can of spontaneous memory, but since it is an
imperfect record, it can only project the ideal of containing all knowledge. It
can not hold everything. She writes, “The archive incites amnesia in what it
selects and what it doesn’t” (Creet, p. 267). For this reason, the fantasy of a
complete archive incites the fantasy of total memory, even though the archive
can only be incomplete, and the hypermnesiac, never satisfied. Furthermore,
although the archive can record some memory, the relationship the genealogist hypermnesiac has with memory is mediated by the process of accessing/
researching memories: “that very repetitive externalization fixes and replaces
memory, and destroys it in the process” (Creet, p. 267). What Kis returns to
is this concretization of and preoccupation with externalized memory, which
substitutes the unattainable drive to full memory for the inclination to experiential memory. For this reason, the hypermnesic archive is the most destructive of all, as it entertains the fantasy of realizable truth.
The protagonist in Encyclopedia of the Dead can imagine that she has internalized her father’s whole life and have a deeply developed sense of those
things she considers the constituents of his every sense of being. However, the
subtitle to Encyclopedia of the Dead (A Whole Life) lays bare the emphasis of
Kis’ work as apocryphal. Such a bare contradiction is impossible to ignore—it
is painfully clear to the reader that the Encyclopedia could absolutely not hold
an entire life and that this process would be inconceivable, a fact enhanced
by the modestly small volume that Kis delivers us. In regard to our positivist inclinations, “by frustrating our demand for an unambiguously authentic
document—the cornerstone of all historical truth—Kis pokes at the strength
3
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of our attachment” (Creet, p. 268). In recognizing our instinct to battle with
the historical uncanny—the sense of history as a force that resists semantic
closure—Kis shows us the error in our struggle. As Creet explains: “Desire in
the archive is, like any kind of desire, a want that perceives in itself its own
hole” (Creet, p. 267). When we understand hypermnesia as we do any insatiable fantasy, a force driven by fears about that which we lack or do not understand, Kis reveals this to us in our struggle against him and his apocryphal
reality, where the need for absolute truth will receive no consolation, where
his lack of resolution disturbs us, where our demand for everything gives us
201 pages.
This lack of resolution and desire for knowledge are both acknowledged
and addressed in Kis’ construction of his text. Although we have gathered that
an actual accumulation of all knowledge is an impossible desire to satisfy,
there are certain gaps which concern Kis and which he does not want to leave
unfilled. Creet smugly writes the following: “Kis, in his Encyclopedia, fill in
all the gaps, exhuming the uncanny nightmare of the living that both fears
and longs for a complete record of the dead” (Creet, p. 268). If we acknowledge gaps as lacunas, empty patches, lost memory, how can Kis give us this
uncanny nightmare? Well, Kis tells us: “the memory is not chronological (but
associative)” (HP, p. 109). An account of every minute detail is not only unattainable, but it is not useful. Extracting fragments and images with which one
might feel an association, Kis lends immediacy to a concept (in this case, the
nearness of death) that would lose meaning and proximity with the mitigating
presence of all of the back-history obscuring the sentiment of the story. Kis
may not fill in the gaps of continuity, but he fills up gaps of association.
While hypermnesia exemplifies a totalitarian urge which seeks resolution to those questions whose answers we do not know, Kis expresses the manifestation of this desire in another form, explaining the reductive reasoning
which perpetuates a common sentiment often shared toward human destiny.
He writes: “Our life is our only and distinct chance and each of us has, at our
disposal, our seven days of creation: according to this demiurgic conception,
it suits us to order the world in an ideal manner, like a perfectly constructed
novel or poem; in the ideal fashion, which is to say, totalitarian” (HP, p. 73).
Similarly, this passage constructs a path to resolution that not only presents an
entirely impractical lifestyle (perfectly ordering oneself and everything else),
but also one which cannot come to fruition, as it requires impossible executive
powers and an intrinsic earthly order that does not previously exist. Although
rooted in some form of idealism, this approach is thoroughly unrealistic.
Kis comments on the way in which this problematic transmits into literature: “For writers of today, there rests but one certitude: no path he chooses is
without danger; every search for the absolute, each endeavor towards a global
resolution drives towards reductionism” (HP, p. 75). In the same manner that
the demiurgic conception of life described above would overlook individualized concerns in the hope of finding the path of least resistance, the novel
written with the intention of finding a resolution will completely overlook the
plurality of its components. This shortsightedness signals an indifference to
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those things most crucial to the novel. If a novel is viewed only in light of its
goals, there is no place for the novel. If it is just the expression of an ideology,
a literary work will simply waste time in expressing it.
These concerns are all vital to the discussion of Kis’ stylistic and technical method of writing. In relating the importance of evading falsely realist
tenets for his writing style, Kis describes the necessary novel: “a scattered
novel, a novel which has abandoned the traditional connections necessary to
a false continuity in time, liaisons, and clichés found so frequently in bad romance novels” (HP, p. 108). This misguided approach towards realism found
in works that exhibit temporal continuity and other traditional literary conventions hearkens back to the dilemma so pronounced in our discussion of the
drive to hypermnesia: the will to obliterate gaps in the narrative, to fill all the
holes, can not be accomplished in an approximation of the entire reality of a
narrative. Such “realism” does not conjure up the real.
For these reasons, “The contemporary writer attempts, through isolated
phenomena, segments of life, to reveal the totality of the world and the human experience, to at least make sense [of it] through a fragment, an image,
… through a gesture, a banal day of a banal being…”(HP, pp. 110-111). In
part, Kis is extolling the abilities of the short story (in his essay Novels nestled
in the hand), the significance and fascination in scraps (tranches de vie) and the
power of singular images. He does not contend that the short story is superior
to the novel, but he does problematize the lack of a real short story tradition
in France, addressing the possibility of various causes that might pull authors
away from such a tradition. One such possibility he entertains is the hypothesis (of another critic, Betrand Poirot-Delpech) that fear on the part of the
writer of not having transmitted a work imbued with some substantive meaning drives him to write at greater length. Although Kis disagrees with this explanation of the visible lack of short story writers, he does acknowledge that,
as André Gide posits, a short story is a work that can be interpreted through
a sole trait. For this reason, Kis optimistically views the reluctance to experiment with the medium of the short story as a desire, in French writing, for the
plurality which can be expressed in works that explore divergent themes and
are not oriented toward a single trait.
Kis continues his discussion of pluralism in his essay For Pluralism, in
which he writes: “The richness, liberty, and maturity of a culture manifest
themselves justly in pluralism, as the richness of novelistic literature communicates itself through the diversity of subject matter and novelistic processes”
(HP, p. 22). A point of contention common in criticism of Kis is the questionable origin of some of his subject matter—his tendency to make allusions,
in particular, was part of the backlash he received after the publication of A
Tomb for Boris Davidovich. In their essay “Literature, Power, and Oppression
in Stalinist Russia and Catholic Ireland: Danilo Kis’s Use of Joyce in A Tomb
for Boris Davidovich,”4 Dubravka Juraga and M. Keith Booker look into the
reasons behind this response. Dragan M. Jeremic, one of his critics, writes that
Kis is unable to depict the fate of the victims of the Stalinist terror because,
according to Jeremic, he is “geographically and temporally too far removed”
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(J&B, p. 42) from what happened during this period. Furthermore, he suggests that Kis’ reasons for “using” texts of other authors is because Kis himself
was unable to establish a close enough association with his subject without
this outside help. However, this accusation does not hold much weight, as it
puts into question any writer who has written on an event/experience exterior to his local context, since it condemns the greater portion of all writers.
Further, J&B find this claim ironic, given Joyce’s own proclivity for allusory
storytelling.
J&B write: “It is in fact essential to Kis’ method (and to Joyce’s) that we
can identify his sources and thereby establish a dialogue between those sources and Kis’ own book” (J&B, p. 43). This technique allows for the traversal
of normative subjecthood in admitting a plurality in objects, the idea that
physical forms can have had prior existence outside of the scope of a given
work. This technique is tied in great part to the defamiliarization of Russian
formalists to which we have previously made mention—to demand more of
the components which make part of a narrative is to give them the liberty of
a plurality of meaning.
Joyce’s role as literary bricoleur is described by J&B: “Joyce was aware
that any use of language inevitably resonates with past uses, and that any text
resonates with past texts. But, thoroughly unoppressed by the weight of the
literary tradition, Joyce sought to generate new energies by drawing upon
this tradition in assembling his own texts” (J&B, p. 43). In a similar manner
to the way in which Kis is able to reclaim what he views as relevant or meaningful components of history through his manipulation of their insertion in
his works, Joyce also challenges the institution of knowledge. Neither challenge is intended with disrespect, but rather with inventiveness and a keen
understanding of the importance and relevance of the historical and literary
past. In fact, it seems that with greatest delight Joyce and Kis relinquish their
allusive fragments of the burden of monochromy in a desire to invigorate and
expand on their meaning. It is in this way that we can truly see the merits of
pluralism in action—in the process of galvanizing Joyce and Kis’ texts, their
reuse of ideas and images—any fragments from the past at all—lends another
reading to the “borrowed” object. They can retroactively defamiliarize their
reader with that to which they allude. This is certainly the case with Kis’ approach to history.
The fact that Kis’ works are “fact-filled texts with anachronisms, intentional inaccuracies, and blatantly artificial literary devices” (J&B, p. 45) is too
apparent to warrant any serious claim of plagiarism, since Kis acknowledges
his sources and his discrepancies. It is sensible that his critics were “conservative Stalinists at the top echelons of the Yugoslav literary hierarchy,”
as Joseph Brodsky states in the introduction to The Tomb—for, as Hannah
Arendt writes, the ideal subjects of totalitarian rule are “people for whom
the distinction between fact and fiction… and the distinction between true or
Juraga, Dubravka & Booker, M. Keith Literature, “Power, and Oppression in Stalinist
Russia and Catholic Ireland: Danilo Kis’s Use of Joyce in A Tomb for Boris Davidovich”
South Atlantic Review, Vol. 58, No. 4. (Nov., 1993)
4
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false… no longer exist” (J&B, p. 45). It seems clear that Kis’ style would create friction for those who would not be able to adequately gauge his gambol
in the fabric of truth and fiction where, for such critics, there is not enough
clarity for comfort—whose response is like that of someone who is not sure if
a joke has just been made.
Kis comments that critique in Central Europe “is still, in its greatest part,
traditionalist, positivist, sociological.” Because of these conceptions, “literature must depict the life of a people; literature is a sort of social critique, a
commitment [to writing] in the most grandiose and noble sense ‘for the good
of the people’” (HP, p. 17). (No wonder the old guard disliked A Tomb for
Boris Davidovich!) This expression, “for the good of the people,” should elicit
the earlier discussion of Kis’ views on nationalism. This excerpt, however,
expresses the particular bond between nationalism and literature in a sympathetic manner—as a progressive view toward the mending of a culture with
the motivation of repairing its sense of self, of understanding itself and its
condition. Nonetheless, as André Breton wrote in his Manifeste du surréalisme
on the realistic attitude in literature inspired by positivism, “I loathe it, for it
is made up of mediocrity, hate, and dull conceit” (Vutelic, p. 4)5. This goal is
not, he would contend along with Kis, what is “at stake.” As for Kis himself:
“The essential question posed by literature is the question of the sense of existence, matching the most profound doubts with the consideration of all truths:
to attempt to find a sense of the ephemeral character of life” (HP, p. 22).
In her book The Prose Fiction of Danilo Kis, Serbian Jewish Writer, Ivana
Vuletic discusses some of the influences who engaged and ignited Kis’ relationship with the novel. In particular, she notes the influence of Russian
formalists Shklovsky and Eikhenbaum on Kis’ work. Shklovsky writes of art:
“The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived
and not as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar’, to make forms difficult.” In this concept, Shklovsky makes an appeal to
a concentration on the artfulness of the object in lieu of the object itself. This
process of defamiliarization is indeed present in Kis’ work—the conscious detachment of object and place, the senses elicited by re-focalization.
As Kis was influenced by the surrealists, Vutelic graces us with Breton,
who seems to have some trouble with realism: “The plots, with their endless
circumstantial detail, are banal and fail to engage with any genuine intellectual interest” (Vutelic, p. 5). This critique brings us again to an earlier
discussion of narrative style—circumstantial detail, a symptom of hypermnesia, is once more denigrated as a goal that cares little for the effect of its
meandering path. Ironically enough, this meandering path ends up with an
alienated reader, distanced from the sense of the text by its incessant string
of idiosyncratic description. And, if the reader were Breton, he would say of
such a text: “the author is trying to slop me his postcards.” Also influenced by
Dusan Matic, a former Serbian surrealist, the criticism of realists forges ahead
in a similar vein. Matic relates with some disgust the story of how Tolstoy
Vuletic, Ivana, The Prose Fiction of Danilo Kis, Serbian Jewish Writer Edwin Mellen
Press, 2003
5
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asked his wife to leaf through a Paris fashion magazine so that she might find
Anna’s ball gown for a scene he was writing in Anna Karenina. His dispute
with this incident lies in the artifice of technique and the cultivation of an
aesthetic burdened by superfluity—the “sonorous inanity” to which Kis refers,
the “postcards” of Breton.
In Matt F. Oja’s Fictional History and Historical Fiction: Solzhenitsyn and
Kis as Exemplars,6 Kis is discussed on two counts: his displacement of macrohistory in favor of microhistory, and well as his obscure position between literal truth and non-literal truth. Emphasizing the difference between narrative
historiography and narrative fiction with an historical topic, Oja finds that Kis
creates a sort of middle ground in which he can tamper with and, in doing so,
undercut the concept of historiography as a determinate discourse. For this,
he incorporates an explanation given by Hayden White: “The presentation of
any historiographical discourse in narrative form represents an introduction
of some degree of fictional quality…because no actual set of past events has
an intrinsic plot, and so in fitting any chronology into a chosen emplotment
the historian is necessarily adding a certain amount of produced meaning.”
(Oja, p. 112) Due to Kis’ insertion of history into narrative (or narrative into
history? – this is the distinction that makes the discussion all the more problematic), he is effectively coloring history, subjecting one force (narrative)
to the other (historical), integrating truths of fiction with truths of history.
In short, he is delineating a structure without objectivity but, rather, one in
which each aspect of this dichotomy is subjected to the other. History is literal and the truths he presents are both historical, and literal (and neither).
In short, Kis “operates almost completely on a level of non-literal but nonetheless very real historical truth, inventing events and stories that might well
have happened but did not; while all the while he insists that he is operating
on the level of literal truth” (Oja, p. 116).
Now we can turn to the macro/microhistory distinction. Using macrohistory is the basis of common historiography—the practice of writing history
is the practice of projecting smaller events onto a larger scale, from which
trends can emerge. In this way, commonly held beliefs in For Pluralism, a
reductive macrohistorical take on “the description and condemnation of the
camps, of psychiatric asylums and of all forms of oppression, of all oppression
that would reduce man to the sole dimension of zoon politikon, of political
animal, would deprive him, in this way, of all his riches, of his metaphysical
reflection and poetic sensibility” (HP, p. 27).
With this, let’s return the idea of memory as associative, and not chronological. Fragments of different life paths, images, moments, can be revelatory
in a manner that a chronological or ideological overview cannot touch. As we
have seen, it is with such an overview that the gaps become so clear. It is then
when we perceive the holes in our memory and are tempted by hypermnesia
that an empirical approach to reality becomes divested of real meaning because, in the end, the Encyclopedia of the Dead does not exist. Let us think of
Oja, Matt F. “Fictional History and Historical Fiction: Solzhenitsyn and Kis as Exemplars.”
History and Theory, Vol. 27, No. 2. May, 1988.
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macrohistory, then, as the Encyclopedia of the Dead. For Kis, in his work “there
is a macrohistory to which all his microhistories add up—although it is one
that is implied rather than deliberately constructed” (Oja, p. 118). All of the
minute details that would go into the theoretical Encyclopedia take place, the
path of a life is recorded in memory, and the accumulation of memory and
significance for a human life is implied, but cannot be concretized or proven,
just as the horror of violent death cannot be proven. But, as Kis has demonstrated, fragmentary images can give us glimpses. Our condition is such that
we are “conscious of being condemned to the fragmentary, however desiring,
precisely through the fragmentary, to give a complete vision of the world and
of man.” (HP, p. 138)
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ЈЕДНО МОЈЕ ПУТОВАЊЕ БРОДОМ
Анди Рот
Ја не путујем бродом. Ми у Америци кажемо да сам ја човек
који воли да буде на земљи. Рођен сам у држави Небраски, која
се налази у средини Америке и тамо нема мора, а ретко идемо и
на језеро. Поред тога, ја живим сада у Чикагу и немам разлога да
путујем игде бродом.
Ја сам само једном приликом путовао негде бродом. Живео
сам у Немачкој у средњој школи и са породицом сам путовао у
Северну Немачку. Северна Немачка се налази близу Северног и
Источног мора. Кад смо били тамо, путовали смо заједно бродом
од копна Немачке до једног туристичког острва које се зове
Хелголенд.
Брод није био ни велик ни брз али путовање је било врло
лепо. Два или три сати смо гледали у море и играли карте. На
острву може да се иде у куповину, једе у добрим ресторанима, те
ужива у дивној природи.
Били смо тамо цео дан и увече смо пловили назад на копно.
Повратак је био изузетно леп због тога што је било могуће да се
види залазак сунца. Нисам патио од морске болести, без обзира
што сам из Небраске.
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ONE OF MY JOURNEYS BY SEA
Andrew Rothe
I don’t travel by boat. We say in America that I am a land lover. I
was born in the state of Nebraska, which lies in the center of America
where there is no sea, and I rarely travel by boat. Besides that, I live in
Chicago now and I never have the opportunity to travel by boat.
I have only been on the sea one time. I lived in Germany during high school and traveled with my family to the north of Germany.
Northern Germany is located near the North and East Seas. When we
were there, we traveled together by boat from the mainland of Germany to a tourist island called Helgoland.
The boat was not big nor very fast, but the journey was very beautiful. For two or three hours, we looked out onto the sea and played
cards. On the island, one may go shopping, eat in delicious restaurants, and see wonderful views of nature.
We were there for the entire day, and in the evening, we traveled back to land. The return trip was also very pleasant, especially
because we saw the sun set. And I never got seasick, even if I am from
Nebraska.
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LJUBAVNA PRIČA
Caitlin Casey
Bio sam lud za njom. Mogao sam misliti samo o njoj. Bila je moja
prva ljubav. Ali sada, ona je izgubljena. Svaki dan sam se pitao zašto?
Zašto je otišla? Što sam radio? Kad mislim o situaciji, krenem plakati.
Samo se bolje osjećam kad mislim o našem prvom susretu.
Sreli smo se na sveučilistu. Stanovali smo zajedno u studentskom
domu. Drugog dana studija, saznao sam da je ona bila studentica iz
inozemstva. Ona je rođena na Babinom Kuku, blizu starog grada Dubrovnika. Htio sam naučiti sve o njoj jer sam mislio da je ona bila jako
zanimljiva osoba. Onda sam odlućio učiti hrvatski. Mislio sam da ako
bi učio hrvatski, da bi me ona htjela. Počeo sam učiti hrvatski, ali je to
vrlo težak jezik. Sljedeći put kad sam ju vidio, kazao sam:
-- Ana, znam da me ne poznaješ, ali mislim da si ti ljepotica. Ona
je bila iznenađena što sam mogao govoriti na njezinom jeziku. Onda
me je poljubila. Bio sam najsretniji momak na svijetu.
Ali sada je otišla. Poslije sveučilista, ona je odlučila vratiti se kući.
Volili smo se, ali ona me nije volila dovoljno da bi ostala. Ponudio sam
joj da se uzmemo, ali ona je odbila. Rekla mi je kako bi njena obitelj
bila ljuta jer sam Amerikanac. Ona je volila svoju obitelj, i nije ih
htjela povrijediti. Možda je to bila samo pohota, a ne ljubav. Ali čini
se kao da je ljubav, jer boli.
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LOVE STORY
Caitlin Casey
I was crazy for her. I could only think about her. She was my first
love. But now, she’s lost. Every day I ask myself, why? Why did she
go? What did I do? When I think about the situation, I start to cry. I
only feel a little better when I think about how we first met.
We met in college – we lived together in the same dormitory. The
second day of classes, I learned that she was a student from a foreign
country. She was born in Babin Kuk, not far away from the old city in
Dubrovik. I wanted to learn everything about her, because I thought
she was so interesting. Then I decided to learn Croatian. I thought
that if I studied, Croatia, then she’d want me. I started to study Croatian, but it’s a very difficult language. The next time I saw her, I said,
“Ana, I know you don’t know me, but I think you’re beautiful.” She
was surprised that I could speak her language. Then she kissed me. I
was the happiest guy in the world.
But then she left. After school, she decided to go back home. We
loved each other, but she didn’t love me enough to stay. I proposed to
her, but she turned me down. She told me that her family would be
mad because I’m an American. She loved her family, and didn’t want
to make them mad. Maybe that was just lust, and not love. But it felt
like love, because it hurt.
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The Interrogation of Identities in
Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain
Zdenko Mandusic
One basic and very compelling aspect of Milcho Manchevski’s Before
the Rain is its interrogation of ethnic and, by extension, national identity. By
presenting different modes of identification, the film investigates the formation of identities by parsing out varying motivations for affiliation, or for “taking sides.” Not only do we see the experience of belonging in the dominant
forms of familial relations and ethnic grouping, but also in the monastical
Order Kiril belongs to and the East-West dichotomy Aleksandar navigates between London and Macedonia. In each case, individuality interferes with the
sentiment of membership: Kiril sins by hiding Zamira, who in turn refuses to
abide by her grandfather’s commands, and Aleksandar refuses to side with his
ethnic brothers in the brewing conflict. However, it is not in their individual
rejections that we find the interrogation of belonging, but in the reactionary
formation of identities by lesser characters that surround them.
I will here focus on how Manchevski’s lays bare for the viewer the mechanisms of identity formation. The film presents an expansive interrogation of
identity and the act of identification especially through the character of Aleksandar by primarily focusing on the repression involved in ascribing the qualities of an ideologized group, the mechanism of this action, and its parameters
regarding those labeled as the ‘Other.’ In doing so the film undermines the
natural and organic concept of the nation idealized by nationalist ideologies,
revealing it to be an imagined community constructed through narratives and
the active repression of contradictions. In considering how this is achieved in
Before the Rain I will take into account modern definitions of the nation and
what membership entails in these contexts.
The Romantic concept of the nation would have us ignore its conceptual
underpinnings and believe it to be a natural subdivision of humanity. We
see this in Herder’s conception of each nationality as a product of nature,
that is, a national cultural organism imbued by a national soul manifested in
religion, language, and literature (Ergang 1931: 86-95). More recently however, ethnic groups have come to be defined as “categories of ascription and
identification,” and in light of this, Ernest Gellner postulated “two men are
of the same nation if and only if they recognize each other as belonging to
the same nation” (Danforth 1995: 13). Here Gellner nominates ascription as
the prime condition of group identification; nation here being differentiated
from ethnic group only by size, degree of politicization, and territorial attachment. Following Gellner’s reasoning, we see that in recognizing each other as
belonging to the group, members delineate boundaries between themselves
and the ‘Other.’ Gellner’s definition thus clearly points to the socio-cultural
construction of groups and brings into question the nature of individual at-
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tachments to these concepts.
Popular theories of cognitive development have identified the building
of attachments to groups as part of normal socialization, which occurs as
individuals move into adulthood (Druckman 1994: 45). Through this process, individuals come to understand and function in the world surrounding
them. They begin to view themselves as part of a larger social setting. Studies
of children’s development of attitudes conducted in the United States have
shown that nationalism arises first as a set of highly favorable emotional feelings without supporting cognitive content (47). Later attachment of content
to these feelings rationalizes them, but since they developed earlier, feelings
may linger even if their cognitive components change. It is these entrenched
emotional sentiments that nationalism calls upon in defining the national
identity, as evident by the nationalist appropriation of epic themes such as
victimhood. The sentimental effect of such themes is derived from images or
content through which nationalism seeks to define the group identity. The individual’s identification with the group, which structures their environment,
is then the vital link this process of definition rests upon since it facilitates
the feeling of such emotions as collective victimhood, allowing individuals to
explain their misfortunes in terms of group suffering.
An example of this type of identity formulation can be gleaned from Slobodan Milosevic’s St. Vitus Day speech at Gazimestan in commemoration of
the six hundred-year anniversary of the Battle of Kosovo (1389), as it clearly
shows the invocation of victimhood. Historians of course point to an earlier
clash of Ottoman and Christian forces, the Battle of Maritza (1371), as the
decisive battle that determined the fate of the Serbian kingdom. The Turks
themselves refer to this earlier battle as the “Rout (Destruction) of the Serbs.”
(Hupchick 2002: 110). Nonetheless, it was the later Battle of Kosovo that
became entrenched as the defining cataclysmic event for the Serbian nation,
precisely because semantic possibilities were built into its narrative. These
possibilities, as Milica Bakic-Hayden writes, “represent an epic’s way of defying finalization of any one meaning” (2004: 27). In his speech, Milosevic
proclaims: “The lack of unity and betrayal in Kosovo will continue to follow
the Serbian people like an evil fate through the whole of its history.” Evincing
the protracted suffering caused by disunity and betrayal, Milosevic transposes
this fate onto every individual member of the nation. In other words, the Serbian identity is actively shaped by the loss suffered at the Battle of Kosovo. In
Before the Rain, Manchevski interrogates the acceptance of such ideologized
narratives through identification with the nation and their employment in
framing of group conflicts.
Turning to the film, we can see that ‘victimhood’ is evoked through the
question, “A pet veka tursko?” (What about five centuries of Turkish slavery?). Stojan’s rejoinder to Father Damjan’s belief in equality before God not
only refers to Ottoman occupation of Macedonia but also invokes the mythical
narrative of servitude, struggle, and liberalization (Friedman 1999). Having
already formulized Bojan’s death along national categories of Macedonian
and Albanian, Stojan here invokes this emotional sentiment to legitimize the
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likely murder of Zamira by Mitre and his band of ethnic brethren. Stojan attributes the present tension in the film to historical conflicts, applying the
nationalist attitude to the content at hand.
Here we must recognize a repression of contradictions in the negation
of preceding Albanian-Macedonian coexistence, perceivable through Aleksandar’s connection with Hanna Halili. That this coexistence occurred somewhere in the film’s recent history is made clear by Aleksandar’s visit to the
Albanian village and his amicable relationship with Hanna’s father. On the
other hand, Bojan is characterized suggestively enough to conjecture that he
approached the girls, possibly assaulted them, and was killed in self-defense.
He is successively depicted fondling Kate at the family gathering, flirtatiously
commenting about Zamira at the table, and going after the two girls he notices on the bluff above the sheepfold. These images function to accentuate
the ideologized codification of his murder. In presenting this disposition and
making it very noticeable, Manchevski points the viewer to its ready employment by nationalist ideology to frame the unfolding events.
Stojan’s invocation of victimhood structures the present situation through
historical projection. A function of this structuring act is the definition of belonging, as we can see in Trajce’s reasoning that Father Damjan is “one of
them,” and should thus give up the girl. The characterization of Aleksandar as
an estranged native undermines this neat dichotomy since a third possibility
undermines the sole definition between “us” and “them.” Manchevski frames
this estranged identity by having Aleksandar repeatedly reminded upon his
return to Macedonia that he is no longer “from there,” which would suggest
that he no longer belongs, even though as Stojan states, he is one of “them.”
When his cousin is killed however, Aleksandar is offered a weapon and
a chance to collect “five centuries of (Macedonian) blood.” With this offer,
his group membership is up for renewal. If he were to join, Aleksandar would
be recognized as belonging to the same group he was earlier disassociated
from. Though his refusal is assertive and compelling, it is the subsequent
recruitment of Trajce in Aleksandar’s place that undermines nationalism, as
it accentuates the sentiment of belonging it is predicated on. By giving Trajce the spare gun Aleksandar refused to take, Mitre confers upon the village
idiot group membership. In the eyes of Mitre, the film’s de-facto nationalist,
Aleksandar and Trajce are interchangeable; one shall do as well as the other
since both are of common origin, decent, and history. In so defining the ethnic
and again by extension national identity in this particular scene, Manchevski
disturbs the identity’s sentimental element by disfiguring its idyllic nobility
precisely in symbolically equating the village idiot and the moral figure of
Aleksandar in the context of ethnic belonging.
The underlying logic of group identity formulation on the basis of differentiation from the ethnic ‘Other’ further unravels through the overtly parallel deaths of Aleksandar and Zamira. Both are shot in the back by a relative
for transgressing ethnic boundaries. Zamira’s brother kills her when she runs
after Kiril, and Aleksandar’s cousin kills him as he walks away with Zamira.
Each instance presents inner group violence instigated by consorting with
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the ethnic ‘Other.’ Zamira runs after a Christian, while Aleksandar saves an
Albanian girl from the wrath of his ethnic brothers. But though their actions
are noble, it is the motivations of those who kill them that raise questions
regarding ethnic identities and their formulation. Here we have to recognize
that Aleksandar and Zamira are killed in the name of purity. The symmetry
of their deaths reveals and emphasizes this logic, as they are both prevented
from inhabiting the middle ground, or rather, from mixing with the opposing
faction. The logic of ethnic nationalism does not allow associations with nonmembers, as mixing would pollute the purity of the ethnic/national essence.
It is why Balkan languages were purified of Turkisms and some still consider
Muslim Slavs to be ‘social pollution.’
Aleksandar and Zamira’s deaths then reveal the self-preservation instinct
of ethnic nationalism, prompted by belief in a pure ethnic/national essence.
An extension of this protective drive is the impulse to compose narratives that
subscribe to accepted dogma, i.e. the reformulation of history that supports
nationalist ideology and espouses sentimental epic theme. In Before the Rain,
this becomes evident retrospectively. Owing to the film’s perplexing structure
it is not until Aleksandar’s death at the very end that we become certain that
it is his funeral we see in the first part of the film. This becomes an important
detail due to the romantic nationalist aesthetic the earlier scene is burdened
with. As the camera circles around the group congregated around two caskets, we become aware of three flag standards, the men holding them, and
the decorated corpse, only one of which is shown. Acting as group emblems,
the standards inundate the scene with an emphasis on ritual and tradition.
This is further punctuated by the ominous drumming that supplements the
scene. The tattered and murky appearance of two of the wafting standards
conveys a primeval sense of group honor. Having learnt that it is Aleksandar
lying in the coffin, we can recognize the act of mythmaking within this scene.
Aleksandar is being conferred honors, and the very men that caused his death
hold the standards conferring this honor. His death is being narrated in public memory as a loss to the community, but more importantly, as loss to the
ethnic group.
Aleksandar is of course not innocent of “taking sides,” since his search
for captivating images of war resulted in a man’s execution. In this context
Aleksandar’s initial distance from the subject he was documenting as a war
photographer, precisely his lack of identification with all sides ascribes to him
an identity of the symbolically removed outsider. However, the execution of
a captive refines this identity, placing him on the side that pulled the trigger.
This is then the conscious burden he brings with him back to Macedonia, the
recognition of the price of identification. It is what prompts his refusal to join
Mitre and his ethnic lynch mob, and what motivates him to save Zamira. It is
also what makes his death poignant and compelling.
Aleksandar’s return raises the question of his relationship to the mountain village and its symbolic significance in regards to identification. We cannot ignore his idealization of Macedonia, his attraction to the homeland, and
his choice of Macedonia over London, of East over West. In other word, we
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have to acknowledge Aleksandar’s Macedonian identity and consider how it
differs from nationalist identity I have so far considered. He very explicitly
calls his return a baptism. Underlying the apparent sarcasm a belief in purification and regeneration is suggested. It is made apparent that he feels
changed by his experience in Bosnia. Aleksandar writes to Ann “This place is
the same as before, but my eyes have changed; like a new filter on the lens.”
He then nostalgically returns to the past, to his childhood home. On the bus
he continually gazes out the window, watching first city scenes and then the
progression into the rural area. Aleksandar is visibly delighted throughout the
sequence in which he walks through his home village on the way to his house.
In having Aleksandar retrieve a water pistol from what is presumably a child’s
hiding spot he is ascribed intimate knowledge of this place.
Scenes of his home village, weathered stone houses, aged wooden wagons and old women riding donkeys create a poignant and idyllic image, connoting a sense of permanence further emphasized by the village’s appearance
as an outgrowth of the mountain. Together with the glimmering night skies
and the hypnotizing landscape of the film’s first part, Aleksandar’s stony village belongs to a mythical, folkloric setting. In this fashion the village overtly
exists in the film’s present, the late twentieth century, but also crosses into
myth and folklore. Through this duality Manchevski draws attention to the
natural repository of the nation’s soul: the rural village.
Before this idyllic notion of the landscape can settle in, Aleksandar and
the viewer are confronted with the dilapidated state of what is presumably
the photographer’s childhood home. The state of disrepair the house is in and
Aleksandar’s surprise to find it so, accented by a curse translated as “Fucking Hell,” reveal the character’s preceding nostalgic idealization. This alerts
the viewer to Aleksandar’s remove from the situation established in the first
part of the film. This is further accented by the subsequent scene, in which
Aleksandar finds a small boy playing with the gun he took from Stojan. But
even though he becomes aware of the tension between Macedonians and Albanians, Aleksandar remains positive that “they wont start shooting here.”
Even when his cousin Bojan is killed, he thinks the United Nation Protections
Forces can prevent further killing. Aleksandar retains his idealism, until he
learns that Mitre and his band captured Zamira. He takes action knowing that
harm will come to the Albanian girl. This act involves him in the conflict.
Aleksandar’s sentimental idealism is posed in opposition to aggressive nationalism and tragically he loses.
Aleksandar’s death then brings up an essential question regarding group
attachment social psychologists have endeavored to answer: Are “negative
feelings toward other groups an automatic consequence of loyalty to one’s
own group? To deal with this issue we must return to the question of attachment. As individuals become socialized and realize themselves a part of a
larger social setting, they begin to differentiate groups that structure that setting, favoring some over others (Druckman 1994: 63). Group attachments “include both emotional and cognitive aspects that interrelate to form images of
groups” (63). These are self-defining group images along with those that iden-
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tify other collectives. The emotional aspect of these images influence interaction between members. Zdrave’s comment that “Albanians breed like dogs!”
and Mitre’s rejoinder that they will take them over make plain the image of
Albanians shared by the members of the group. In the character of Aleksandar Kirkov Manchevski offers an alternative to thisstype of group attachment
that involves the denigration of other groups. Aleksandar is still attached to
a Macedonian identity, but this attachment does not involve the feeling of
group superiority nor is there a need espoused for power or dominance. In
Before the Rain, Manchevski opposes this absence with the constitution of
group identities upon these attitudes, revealing how such groups conceive
their identity. We come to see that nationalism formulizes the nation’s identity exactly through the repression of contradictions, the embrace of superiority, and the favoring of power and domination over others.
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O KAZALIŠTU
Tim Christy
Bio sam u kazalištu sa suprugom. Bilo je to u kazalištu „Steppenwolf“. Gledaoci su obično stariji od nas i to bijelci. Mi smo, naravno, također bijelci, nego katkad smo najmlađi među gledaocima.
Čitali smo u kazališnom programu kako je godišnji prihod prosječnog
kazališnog gledaoca viši od sto tisuća dolara. To znači, da smo također
i najsiromašniji dio kazališne publike. Ali ovog puta osoba do nas, je
izgledala kao osoba siromašnijeg staleža. Bilo je to neposredno prije
početka predstave. On je Afroamerikanac. Imao je hlače koje su mu
stajale nisko ispod struka, skoro do koljena. Nosio je vrlo prljavu
odjeću a na ušima slušalice, što je bilo, naravno, vrlo čudno za vidjeti u
kazalištu. Otvorio je čokoladu Snickers, te je počeo žvakati vrlo glasno.
Oslonio je nogu na sjedalo ispred sebe.
››Zašto je naš susjed toliko prost‹‹, pomislio sam i prokomentirao
sa ženom. Dvorana se zamračila. Taj isti tip je žvakao i još uvjek nosio
slušalice.
››Ovaj ovdje je toliko prost,‹‹ pomislio sam opet. Iznenada je ustao
i rekao gledaocima:
››Idite kući! Ova predstava je dosadna!‹‹
Shvatili smo da je to bio glumac iz kazališta. Predstava je bila satira na buržoasku ideologiju kazališne publike. A mi smo bili ti buržuji.
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ABOUT THE THEATER
Tim Christy
I was in the theater with my wife. It was the Steppenwolf Theater.
The audience there is usually older than us, and very white. We are,
of course, also white, but sometimes we are the youngest people in the
theater. We read once in the theater program that the annual income
of the average theatergoer is more than a hundred thousand dollars.
That means that we were also about the poorest people in the theater.
But this time, the person next to us, it looks like, is even poorer. This
was just before the start of the show. He was an African American. He
wore pants that sagged to his knees. His clothes were very dirty. He
was listening to headphones, which is a very odd thing in the theater.
He opened a Snickers bar and started to chew it loudly. He put his foot
on the seat in front of him.
“Why is our neighbor so rude?” I thought, and remarked to my
wife. The hall grew dark. Our neighbor continued to chew and listened
to his headphones. “That is so rude,” I thought again. Suddenly he
stood up and said to the audience:
“Go home! This play is boring!”
Then we understood that he was an actor in the play. The play
was a satire on the bourgeois sentiments of the theatergoing public.
And we were the bourgeoisie.
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ПРИЧА О УМОРНОМ СТУДЕНТУ
Алиш Коч
Био једном један студент. Морао је да напише причу, али
није имао ни маште, ни дара, ни времена. Смислио је: »Почећу да
пишем, и видећу шта ћу написати у причи. Написаћу не из маште,
него из стварности; написаћу не лажи, него горку истину, истину
уморног студента, и постаћу следећи Максим Горки.«
Значи, јунак наше приче је студент, који мисли да његов
живот није праведан. (Зашто уопште размишљати? »Прокуни Бога
и умри« како је казао ђаво Јову.) Оставио је родну земљу, где га
нико неће, и преселио се у Америку, где тражи будућност. Живи
са добром и гласном женом; ради, и ради без краја и резултата.
Дошао је кући, уморан је, а мора да напише причу на српском.
Мислио је: »Морам да спавам, написаћу је сутра.« И спава, и сања.
Ево га покојни деда! Деда му каже: »Какав си ти мушкарац? Зашто
увек плачеш, као жена? Твоја рука је држала пушку; сада нека
држи оловку!«
И када се пробудио, наш јунак је написао ову чудну причу.
Господо! Кунем вам се да је то истина, гола и горка истина
уморног студента!
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THE STORY OF A TIRED STUDENT
Alish Koch
Once upon a time there was a student. He had to write a story but
he had neither imagination, nor talent, nor time. He thought, “I will
start, and I will see what I will write in the story. I will write not from
imagination, but from reality; I will write no lies, but the bitter truth,
the truth about the tired student, and I will become the next Maxim
Gorky.”
Thus, the hero of our story is a student, who thinks his life isn’t
just. (Why to think? “Curse God and die” as the devil said to Job.) He
left his native land, where no one wants him, and moved to America,
where he is looking for a future. He lives with a good and loud wife;
he works, and works but without an end or a result. He came home,
he’s tired, but he has to write a story in Serbian. He thought, “I have to
sleep, and I will write it tomorrow.” And he sleeps, and dreams. Here
is his deceased grandfather! He says, “Are you a man? Why do you
always cry, like a woman? Your hand held a rifle; now, let it hold a
pencil!” And then our hero wrote this strange story.
Gentlemen! I swear to you that that is the truth, naked and bitter,
the truth of the tired students!
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Neispunjena Ljubav
Mira Čubelić Miller

Zlatko je išao autobusom od Splita do Zadra. On je bio uzbuđen
zato što su ga njegovi prijatelji već čekali.
On nije znao da će se njegov život promijenti.
Vidio je nju kroz prozor autobusa. Njezina tamna kosa je sličila
malim valovima. Kad je ušla u autobus zahvalila je vozaču. Njezin osmjeh se činio Zlatku, kao sjajna zvijezda na tamnom nebu. Njezina oči
su bile blage i pune života.
Zlatko je bio bez riječi.
Jedino mjesto je bilo kraj Zlatka. Njegovo srce je brzo kucalo. On
je jako želio razgovariti sa njom.
On je rekao „Dobar dan… da li idete u Zadar?”
Ona se zarumenila i odgovorila nešto -- ali na drugom jeziku! On
nije znao koji jezik je ona govorila. Kad su se njegove oči srele njezine
oći, on je bio vrlo sretan. Nažalost on se je također osjetio nesretnim.
Kad su došli u Zadar, ona se nasmijesila tako lijepo, da Zlatko nije
nikad zaboravio taj momenat.
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UNREQUITED LOVE
Mira Cubelic Miller
Zlatko was traveling from Split to Zadar by bus. He was excited,
as his friends were already waiting for him.
He didn’t know that his life was about to change.
He saw her through the window of the autobus. Her dark hair was
like small waves. When she came onto the autobus, she thanked the
driver. Her smile seemed to Zlatko like a beautiful star in the dark sky.
Her eyes were warm and full of life.
Zlatko was without words.
There was one free place next to him. His heart began to beat
faster. He wanted very much to talk with her.
He said, “Good day . . . are you going to Zadar?”
She blushed and answered something . . . but in a different language! He didn’t know what language she was speaking. When his eyes
met her eyes, he was filled with joy. Unfortunately, he also felt truly
unfortunate.
When they arrived in Zadar, she smiled so beautifully, that Zlatko
would never forget that moment.
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PRIČA O VOJNIKU
Tristan Bordon
Kroz gustu, narančastu maglu, vojnik je mogao vidjeti tvrđavu.
Tvrđava ili toranj, nije bio siguran. Dakle, na tornju je bio samo jedan prozor. Kroz njega se probijala duboka, krvavo crvena svjetlost.
Vojnik je prišao velikim vratima u podnožju tornja. Prišao je dovoljno
blizu, i shvatio da to nije tvrđava, te se okrenuo kako bi bio siguran
da ga nitko ne prati, naprimjer netko s dugim željeznim mačem. Nije
bilo nikoga, pa se vojnik uputio prema vratima, spazivši da su vrata
izgledala drvena. „To će,” pomislio je vojnik, „biti problem, ako se
drvo ne bude htjelo pomaknuti.“ Doista, ispod kamenog luka, nisu bila
niti vrata, ni otvor, nego samo drveni plato. Drveni plato je bio toliko
golem da se vojniku činilo nemogućim proći mimo njega. U tom trenutku, vojnik je opazio na vratima malo dugme. Pritiskao ga je, nakon
čega se otvorio drveni pod, pružajući pogled na dugo, tamno, ali svjetlucavo stubište sa ogledalima. Postojao je, međutim, veliki problem
„Zašto?” pitao se on, „zašto bi svjetlucavo stubište sa ogledalima išlo
nadole, kada je smjer prema gore?” Ali na to pitanje nije bilo odgovora, naravno, a protivnici umornog vojnika zasigurno nisu bili daleko.
Krenuo je niz stepenice ni sam ne znajući kuda ono vodi. Silazio je sve
dok stepenice nisu bile posve nevidljive. Ali nije sve bilo tako mračno.
Mogao je vidjeti slabu crvenu svjetlost, koja se odsijavala o zidove
stubišnog ogledala isprijed velikih, vrlo toplih, crvenih magličastih
vrata, bolje reći vrata od pare. Prošao je kroz maglu, i ušao u udoban,
svijetli ured.
---Dobro došli, reče mali čovjek iza pisaćeg stola.
---Gdje sam? upita ga vojnik, ---Zašto ne mogu stići do prostorije
s prozorom, i tko ste vi?”
---Ovo je pakao, soba sa prozorom je samo naša reklama. Bilo bi
nas vrlo teško pronaći kad ne bismo imali oglase. Zovem se Đorđić. A
vi, Sretnjaković?
---Ali nisam umro! Živ sam! objavio je vojnik.
---Nisi! To je mali problem. Ali, ne brini. Sada ću te ubiti.
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A SOLDIER’S STORY
Tristan Bordon
Through the thick, orange mist, the soldier was able to see a fortress. A fortress or tower, he was not certain. So, the tower had only
one window. A bloody, red light pierced through the window. The
soldier approached the big door at the base of the tower. He came so
close that he realized it was, in fact, not a fortress, so he turned around
in order to make certain that nobody was following him, such as a man
with an iron sword. There was nobody there, so he turned to the door,
having noticed that it was made of wood. “This,” he thought, “will
be a problem, if this wood won’t move. Indeed, below the stone arch,
there wasn’t any door, no opening, only the plain wooden face of the
door. That wooden expanse was so big that it seemed impossible to get
by. At that moment, the soldier noticed a little button on the door. He
pressed it, and then the floor opened, exposing a view of a long, dark
but glittering stairwell. There was a big problem, however. Why, he
asked, would a sparkling stairwell wih mirrors lead downwards, when
the building goes upwards? But there was no answer to this question,
and the enemies of the tired soldier certainly were not far away. He
took the stairs down without knowing where they led. He was descending until it was impossible to see the stairs. But not everything
was so dark. He was able to see a faint red light, which was reflecting
on the mirrored walls of the stairwell, in front of a pair of huge, hot,
red doors -- better to say, doors of steam. He went through the fog, and
then turned on a comfortable office light. “Welcome,” said the small
man behind the desk.
“Where am I?” asked the soldier. “Why can’t I reach the room
with the window, and who are you?”
“This is hell, and the room without the window is only an advertisement. It would be very hard to find us without this advertisement.
My name is Đorđić. And you, lucky one?
“But I didn’t die! I’m alive!” the solider cried out.
“You’re not! That’s a bit of a problem. But, don’t worry. I’ll kill
you now.”
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Književnost i istorija
Phoebe Heyman
Književnost je često najbolji način da stvari žive ideje o što se
desilo u istoriji. Na primjer, ima mnogo knjige u čemu se radi o Holokaustu. Ove knjige mogu da daju iskustvo kao se desilo u pravu,
kao što je “Noć” iz Eliea Wiesela, i “Maus” iz Arta Spiegelmana, i još
drugi. Jedna poznata knjiga je “Bilježnica Anne Franke.” Iako neke
od ovih knjiga o Holokaustu su fikcije i neke iz pravog života, sve su
književnost, nije samo suha istorija. Samo činjenice nikada ne mogo da
daju emociju pravog slučaju. Važno je zamisliti kao ljudi kroz istorije
osječaju. Onda, možemo bolje bježati pogreške koje ljudi su pogrešili
u prošlosti.
Osim toga, književnost o istoriji je važna i koristna za obrazovanje. Može biti način po čemu deca su interesovana u istoriji, i knjige iz
književnosti su bolje od udžbenika. Sada, knjige se pisale za decu čak
i o teškim temama kao Holokaust, svetskim ratovima. Takve teme ne
bi se trebale da prestraše, ali za obrazovanje, bez najstrašnih detalaja.
Književnost može biti najbolji i najdraži način za znanje i razumevanje
istorije.
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Literature and History
Phoebe Heyman
Literature is often the best method to make real what happened
in the past. For example, there are many books written about the Holocaust. These books can give the experience of what happened in reality, for example “Night” by Elie Wiesel, “Maus” by Art Spiegelman,
and many others. One famous such book is “The Diary of Anne Frank.”
Although some of these books about the Holocaust are fiction and some
are nonfiction, from true stories, they are all literature and not only
dry history books. Only facts can never be able to carry the emotional
weight of real life. It’s important to be able to imagine how people
through history actually felt. Then, we can better escape the mistakes
which people have committed in the past.
Besides that, literature about history is important and useful for
education. It can be a method by which children become interested
in history, and books from literature are better than textbooks. Now,
books are written for children even about difficult themes like the Holocaust and the world wars. These themes don’t have to be too terrible,
but are intended for educational purposes, without the most horrifying details. Literature can be the best and most important method for
knowledge and understanding of history.
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NADA
Owen Kohl
Poslije velikog poslednijeg rata gradovi su bili prazni kao i srca ostalnih
ljudi. Uprkos tomu što su bile njihove zgrade pokrivene lozama i bile su najtoplija mjesta na svjetu svi su htjeli tražiti gradove. Htjeli su naći gradove ni zato
što su bili bezopasni, a zato što su bili ostalnih ljudi vrlo malo. Bio je mogućan
ih tamo naći ponekad. Naročito poslije rata svi znali da je čovečanstvo najhazardnije koje može postojati, ali im bilo samo preživjeti važno.
Emocialna i ekonomska podrška je bila važna također. Mnogi su izvvrili
samoubistvo zato što nisu vidjeli nikoga čak i poslije stizanja u velike gradove.
Tih koji su imali moć tražiti bez konca su bili vrlo malo. Ali neki su istrajali
upkros mrtvcima, gladnim životinjama, i zabrinutošću. U starom Manhattan-u
je živjeli naprimjer jedan muškarac i jedna žena zajedno kao braćni par koji
nije se nikada vjenčali.
Muškarac se zvalo Đak, a žena Neli. Prema mu je bila ljubazna, ali nije
govorila s njim uopšte. Znao da je ona razumjela englezki, ali užas rata se
čitao na njezinom licu i kad su jednog drugoga našli razumio brzo da razgovaranje s njom nema smisla. Želio je samo jednu stvar u svjetu - nekoga s kime
bi mogao razgovarati.
U suprotnosti s njim Neli je htjela samo smrt. Kad je lovila divjač u
bivšem finanziskom centru često je željela da bi veverice i golube koje je ubila
bi ju ustrelili. Kad ga je našla bio je več praktično mrtav. Ležao je pod drvetom
na kojemu ona je htjela sam sebe obesiti.
Jednog dana tražila je hranu u Central Park-u kad je vidjela još jednog
mladog muškarca koji je bio blizo k smrti. Bacila je svoju upotrebu luku i
strelice i nosila ga je kući.
Kad je došla s telom u njihovi napusteni McDonald’s gdje živjeli Đak je
gledao na njegovog novog prijatelja s nadom. To je bio dan koji je čekao do
kraja rata kada je izgubio cijelu obitelj u jednom trenutku. Bacio je pogled na
Neli i vidio je također nešto novo na njezino lice.
To je bio prvi put kada on je vidio ovo izražavanje. Što je to? - pitao se
Đak. Kad oni su zajedno hranili mladog muškarca Đakova radost iznenada je
promenila. Bojio je se novu situaciju. Na kraju dana kada oni su lešli Đak nije
mogao zaspati. Vrlo čudno mu je bilo imati još nekoga kod njihove kuće.
Ujutro Neli je ustala sa suncem kao uvjek. Išla je iz njihove improvizovne
spavaće sobe. Prvo htjela je vidjeti njihovu zgodnu gost, a poslije će joj trebati
naći hranu za trojicu. Kad je ulazila u glavnu sobu čula je tihe jecaje. Gledala
je krevet gdje je spavao gost i vidjela je samo mrtvac sa zdrobenom glavom.
Uz mrtvac sjedio je Đak sa suzama u ocima i krvni veliki kamen još u ruci.
Neli je dugo gledala kroz prozor u novodanašnje sunce. Na kraju krajeva
rekla je Neli čistim New York-skim naglazkom - Sve će biti u redu. Hajdemo
zajedno tražiti hranu.
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HOPE
Owen Kohl
After the last great war, cities were empty like the hearts of men. Despite the fact that their buildings were covered with vines and that they were
the hottest places on earth, everyone searched for cities. They wanted to find
cities not because they were safe, but because only a few people remained.
Sometimes it was possible to find others there. Especially after the war, everyone knew that humanity was the most hazardous thing that could exist, but to
them survival was important.
Emotional and economic support was also important. Many committed
suicide because they didn’t see anybody even after their arrival in big cities.
Those who had the power to search without end were few and far between.
But some persevered despite the corpses, hungry animals, and fear. For example, in Old Manhattan there lived a man and a woman together, like an old
married couple that never wed.
The man was named Jack, and the woman, Nelly. She was kind to him,
but never spoke at all. He knew that she understood English, but the horror of
war could be seen on her face, and when they first found each other, he understood quickly that there was no point in trying to speak with her. He only
wanted one thing on earth - someone with whom he could talk.
In contrast to him, Neli only wanted death. When she caught game in
the former Financial District, she would often wish that the squirrels and pigeons that she killed would shoot her instead. When she found him, he was
already practically dead. He lay under the tree where she had planned to hang
herself.
One day, as she was searching for food in Central Park, she saw yet another young man who was close to death. She dropped her bow and arrows
and carried him back home.
When she came home with the body to the abandoned McDonald’s
where they lived, Jack looked at his new friend with hope. This was the day
he had been waiting for since the end of the war when he lost his entire family
in a single moment. He looked at Nelly and also saw something new written
on her face.
It was the first time he had seen that expression. “What is that?” Jack
asked himself. When together they fed the young man, Jack’s happiness surprisingly changed. He feared the new situation. When they went to bed at the
end of the day, Jack couldn’t fall asleep. It was very strange for him to have
someone else in their home.
In the morning, Nelly woke up with the rising sun as she always did.
She left their improvised bedroom. She first wanted to see their handsome
guest, and afterwards she would have to go look for food for three. When she
came into the main room, she heard a quiet sobbing. She looked at the bed
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where the guest had been sleeping and saw only a corpse with a crushed skull.
Alongside the corpse sat Jack with tears in his eyes and large bloody rock still
in his hands.
For a long time, Nelly looked through the window at the new day’s sun.
Finally, with a perfect New York accent she said, “Everything will be alright.
Let’s go find food together.”

Owen Kohl
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ZAGREB, ZAGREB
Otpjevao Ivo Robić
Vraćam se Zagrebe tebi, tebi na obale Save
Vraćam se Zagrebe tebi, tebi pod zidine stare
Zagreb, Zagreb, otvoraj vrata parkova sva,
Zagreb, Zagreb, najljepši meni si grad
Mnoge tajne gornjeg grada,
Svaka klupa pivat zna.
Mnoge tajne gornjeg grada,
U tvom krilu želim ja
Vraćam se Zagrebe tebi, tebi na obale Save
Vraćam se Zagrebe tebi, tebi pod zidine stare
Zagreb, Zagreb, otvoraj vrata parkova sva
Zagreb, Zagreb, najljepše pjesme pjevat ću ja
Zagreb, Zagreb, otvoraj vrata parkova sva
Zagreb, Zagreb, najljepši meni si grad
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